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BUFFALO BILL'S YOUNfi DOUBLE;
OR,

Boy •1n t he Wild Westo
By the a uth or of "BUFFALO BILL."

CHAPTER I.
T IIE OVERLAND DRIVER'S DOY P r\RD.

The coach on the Overland branch to the mining camp
of Mountain City was rolling along at a fair pace, over
the perilous trail it had to travel, the eagle eyes of the
driver searchi ng every rock and dark covert ah ead , for
well he knew that there might be concealed the deadliest
of foes, the outlaw band hnown as the !\Iounted l\1 iners,
from the fact that they mined what other people had
wocked honestly and hard to obtain, with a rifle and revolver instead of shovel and pick.
"Cpon the box \vere two persons, the driver, Joe Jarvis, a handsome fellow and one of the best hands that
ever held the ribbons over a six-in-hand, and a boy, for
such his companion was in years, being only about seventeen years of age.
The youth was dressed in conluroy, top boots, slouch
hat, haJ a belt of arms about his waist, anJ a new cavalry
carbine, a brc~chload c r, lay upon the coach by his side.
His fJce ,'·as a !'triking one, darkly br-onzed by long exposure, frank, fearless and ckt~rminct.l, a face that a man

of thirty could have possessed, so strongly was it stamped
with character.
Upon the top of the coach, swaying to and fro to the
movements of the vehicle, sat a huge dog, gaunt, savage
looking, and as st rong as a panther.
He seemed to be taking in the scenery as the coach
went along, but his intensely bright eyes peered ahead as
well, as though on the search for a foe.
" \.Vaal, boy pard, we'll soon be whar' I first met yer,
when yer was held up by ther outlaws, as yer was trampin' on ter l\lountain City, and yer dog tbar' helped yer out
o' a ugly scrape," said Joe Jarvis, breaking the silence
that both had maintained for a mile or more.
"Yes, as Chum often helps me out of scrapes, Mr. Jarvis."
"There yer be ag'in, Misterin' me. I'm plain Joe Ja rvis, and ef yer don't call me Joe, blamed ef I don't cut
ye'r acquaintance."
.
1
'\\'ith such a threat staring me in the face, Joe goes
every time," laughed the yonth. ·
"Yes. Joe goes, and he kn0ws that he owr~ his lift- to
you, a boy tramp, as yer calls yer,~H, for wh :::n yer dog
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lit in on ther outlaws you got a chance ter play yer keerds,
and 'atween yer, ther three Mounted Miners was downed
when I drew up, and they was layin' fer me, not fer you,
only you happened along fu'st.
"Then look at yer."
"Well, Joe ?"
t Y er struck out on ther trail .J p'inted out ter yer ter
Fort Vidette, saved Buffalo Bill from being ambushed,
and made him your pard fer life."
'.' He quickly canceled the debt, Joe, for he saved me
the next day from the redskins, and, several days after,
when I was almost to Mountain City, and the miners
would have hanged me because I had the horse of their
comrade, did he not come just in time, and you also, and
take me with you on this run?
"Oh, no, if I saved you and Buffalo Bill, you have both
more thfln settled the debt, Joe."
"Not in a thousand years.
"I was glad to have you go on this run with me, and
I'll be tickled to interdooce yer in society in Mountain
City, and let ther galoots who would hev' hanged yer see
thet they had treed ther wrong coon.
"I has yer two horses I carried on thar' for yer, and
which is your property, as they was ther outlaws' animals,
and out here thet kind o' law goes.
, '.'They will sell fer a little money, and ef yer needs
more, call on me, for I has got it ter throw ter ther birds,
and I knows, as you and yer dog were trampin' when I
met yer on my last run, yer hain't got too much o' ther
yaller metal."
"Thanks! But I sold the outlaws' other horses and
outfits at the fort, as Buffalo Bill told me to do, so I am
quite rich for a boy tramp-be quiet, Chum," ·and the
youth addressed his dog, who was showing signs of
uneasiness.
"Now, what are ther matter with thet grizzly wolf o'
yourn, fer he's as oneasy as a youn·g feller courtin' his
gal when her daddy be around."
1
"Draw up, Joe, quick, and let Chum get down, for he's
got the scent df something."
Joe Jarvis pressed his foot hard down upon the brake,
drew in his horses, and the coach came to a standstill.
Then Ned Osmond said:
"Now, Chum, what is it, old dog?"
The dog quickly got down upon the dashboard and
leaped from there to the ground.
Then he ran rapidly on ahead and disappeared up the
trail.
, "All right, Joe. As long as Chum's on ahead as patrol
we have nothing to fear, so now tell me what you saicl
you wished to "
"I'll do it, young pard, and it is a confession I haYe to

make, a secret I have to tell you,'' and the face of the·
Overland driver became at once most serious, while ;i.
look of intense sadness dwelt afar back in his fine eyes.

CHAPTER II.
DRI VER JOE'S CONFESSION.

"Yas, boy pard., I told yer I had something ter tell yer,
and its a secret I wishes ter remain in its ,grave, save th~t •
you shall know it, but I wants ter talk ter some one about
it, and thar' is no tellin' when I'll see Buffalo. Bill ag'in,
and I trusts you same as yer was a man.
"But I'll drop my voice, fer I hain't makin' q speech
fer ther public,' and Joe Jarvis gave a jerk of his han<l
to indicate that he did not wish the people in the coach
to hear him.
"Vv'hat you tell me, Joe, I shall keep as a dead secret,
of course," replied the youth, and after · a moment the
driver said:
"It was yer dog who did it, fer he jumped onter him
and gripped his throat in them powerful jaws o' his.
"I hain't no hard feelin's ag'in' y.er dog,. 'cause, poor
dumb critter, he was protectin' yer, his master, from three
'
outlaws wcarin' masks.
"He didn 't know who they was, save thet, when he come
along ter overtake yer they had yer held up, and was
about ter down yer, so he chipped in, you played yer
keerds, and ther game was won.
"But ther feller as ther dog got his grip on?
"Yer see me thet da)~ when I tuk his mask off, and I
seen thet you know'd I hed recognized him.
''I lied ter yer when I said I didn't, fer I did know him.
"Av..·ay back some fifteen years ago thar' was a mighty
pretty home on a farm on the Missouri River, and a happy
family dwelt thar'.
"But thar' come inter ther' home a 4np in ther gui_sc o'
an angel, ther young school marm who teached ther
country children.
1
"I lived in thet home with my father and mother, and
my brother, and ther school marm were a distant cousin
o' ours.
"I fell in love with her, so did my twin brother, and
she pertended she were in love with us both, and made
each believe she was going to become his wife, but told us
·
ter keep it secret.
"vVaal, it were a secret as wouldn'.t keep along wl1ar'
ther lovers was twin brothers, and r told my mother.
"My brother bed done ther same, and that evening a
gent came to ther farm as was goi~g· ter marry ther girl
right off and take her away with him, as he had ,beet~ engaged to her for a year, and jist got a fortin' l~ft him.
'Waal, it hi~ m~ a hard blow, boy parcl, fer I would
hev' trusted ther woman as I did my mother; but ~t made
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my brother crazy mad, and that night he shot ther man
t,h rough ther winder as he sat talkin' to ther girl in ther
.
"'parlor.
''He kilt him, and had ter run fer his life.
"Ther girl were ill fer a Jong time, and, fool like, I fergiv~d her, and she promised ter marry me aiter a year
of mournin'.
"'vVell, I waited, and meanwhile my father died, and it
was found be hed no _property" of his own, all bein' mortgaged to pay notes he had indorsed for friends.
"Then - ther g~I begun ter git sweet on a rich young
farmer I hed never liked, and he told me plainly his
money would win her from me.
"One evening I came across them in ther woods, and
he told me they was engaged; she laughed at me, andwell, I did almost as bad as my poor brother did , only I
didn't kill him from ambu sh, but forced him to fight me
/
then and there," for both of us had our rifles.
"Do you believe it, boy pard, thet girl stepped off the
distance and gave the word to fire?
" His bullet cut through my arm, and my bullet went
into his heart.
"Then she said to me, in a voice as cool as ice:
"'Ef yer don't want ter hang, Joe Jarvis, just make
tracks fe r home, get yer horse and what money yer kin
rai se, and lig ht out fer the Wild West, for tliat dead i11an
was my husband, we having been married a few weeks
ago secretly, and l '11 get his fortune as his widow, while
I'll spend a big sum to send you to the gallows fer killing
I
him.'
" Boy pard, sh scared me, and I tqok her advice,
though I tell yer Satan fought hard within me ter kill her.
"\Vaal, my poor mother didn"t last very long after 1 had
gone, and she was laid by the side of my father.
"The old farm was sold, but a few thousands over were
put in bank for me, though I have never claimed it-maybe never will."
"And the wicked woman?"
"She got her husband's fortune and le ft soon after,
having put all into cash, and I have not heard from the
old place for ten years-never want ter ag'in."
"And your brother ?"
• / 'Ah, yes, it was my brother Jack that yer dog kilt.
"He had turned road agent, and was ther lieutenant of
ther Mounted Miners, for they called him Wild Jack.
"Yer see, he went ter ther bad fer a woman's sake,
while I-waal, I'm a honest man, but look at me now,
only a stage-driver of ther Overland, when I was born
a gent, educated, and was hoping for a bright future.
·
"But my hopes is wrecked, boy pard.
"But whar' is yer dog, fer I hain't seen him since he
started on ahead."
"I don't know, but he's all right, and--"
/

3

"Hands up, Joe Jarvis, and answer for the life of Wild
Jack!"
The voice rang out sternly from the side of the roa<l,
and four masked n:ien stepped into view with rifles leveled
at the Overland driver and his boy pard.
The dog patrol had given no warning of danger.

I

CHAPTER III.

'

THE YANKEE IlOY PLAYS A BOLD GAME.

\Vhat Joe Jarvis would have done under the circumstances, he had not time to consider.
A driver of the Overland for· years, he well knew how
fatal it was for him to resist the road agents when they
had the "drop" on him.' '
Did he see any chance to escape, or run the gantlet, he
\VOU!d have done so, but with four rifles leveled at him
there was apparently certain death to follow an attempt
at resistance.
But the youth by his side was not governed by the samt
.con siderations.
There were four outlaws, it was true, but against them
were Joe Jarvis, himself and two men in the coach.
In his ignorance of border ways, his pluck and impetuosity, he saw matters about equal for both sides.
Just as the words of the outlaw leader had caught his
ears, he had picked tip his rifle from the top of the coach
to change its position , so he had it in hand when the demand came ~o halt, and his shot was the first one to rin g
out.
Joe Jarvis was a man who thought quickly and acted
with his thottghts, and when he saw the youth's bullet
drop the leader, he yelled to his horses and dropped the
Jas11 upon the backs of the whole team in one curli1i'g,
snal<e-like motion he knew so well how to do.
And this, too, before there had been an answering shot,
wh ile also to help along such a recklessly bold act on
the part of the Yankee lad, with a savage, thunderous
bark, the giant dog plunged from the thicket upon a second one of the outlaws, bearing him backward to the
earth.
There were two rif1es cracked together, then, one aimed
at Joe Jarvis, the other at the youth.
The first -tore through the driver's leg, the other cut
half an inch into the boy's shoulder, but did not prevent
his pulling trigger rapidly with his revolver, wl;ile the
two outlaws, utterly amazed at the sudden turn of affairs against them, turned and rushed for the cover of
the pine thicket behind them.
A loud whistle and call were then given by N'ed Osmond for his dog, and as the coach rolled on he came
dashing after it, while t!1e two outlaws fired rapidly after
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the flying stage, several of the bullets pattering against it,
but doing no further damage.
"A close call, that, boy pard, but don't take such
chances again, for it couldn't win a second time,'' said Joe
Jarvis, still keeping his horses at a run.
"I thought the odds were in our favor, as we were four,
and on the coach."
"No, one man of nerve often holds up a whole coachload, driver and all, for we reason out here that he has
the advantage, and men generally are cowed when -held
up.
"Now, I'll bet big money them two men inside is as
badly scared as ther two wimmin folk be.
"I'll jist see, for them fellers got all they wanted, and
a overdose, too, so they won't £oiler us,'' and Joe drew
his horses to a halt and listen~d.
There was no sound of following hoofs, and Joe called
out:
\
"Inside ther buss' thar'."
"Are they coming?" ' asked a man's voke, all in a
tremor, while a second voice, fully as frightened, called
out:
"Drive on, driver, for Heaven's sake, or vie will .all be
massacred."
With a wink at the youth, Joe said:
"I'm badly wounded, and my boy pard has got a bullet
in his shoulder, so I has got ter halt, but may be you had
better light out ahead and we'll pick you up ef the outlaws don't kill us."
The doors of the coach flew operi with starlling prompt·
ness at this, and a man sprang out on ,either side, his grip
in hand.
"We'll send aid back to you, driver," cried one.
. "Yes, I'll return at the head of a band of men," the
other called out.
"Say I Hain't yer goin' ter take ther ladies along?"
Joe asked.
"The robbers will not hurt them," shouted back one
of the men as the two ran rapidly alqng the trail.
"I, for one, will not go with them, sir," said a feminine
voice, and a woman, heavily veiled, .stepped out of the
coach while a young and pretty girl also sprang out and
said:
"If you are wounded can I not help you?"
Joe Jarvis gave a whoop, and cried:
"What did I tell yer, boy pard ?"
"Them two meljl is pushing the breeze for Mountain
City, scared almost out o' their wits, while ther !eddies
is as plucky as ther others ought ter be."
"They dropped down on the bottom of the coach wht"n
the firing began, though we urged them to help you," s::i.id
:he y91.mg girl.

"It was a bold act to attempt to run by the outlaws,
though it saved us our money," the veiled lady said.
"It were ther <loin' o' this narvy kid, leddies, fer he
did it."
"But you are both wounded?" the young girl said, an.j{iously.
"I got a bullet through my leg, and ther boy got clipped
in ther shoulder-guess neither one hain't so bad; b~t •
thar' is a spring yonder, and we'll see if we can't patch
'em up and then go on fer Mountain City, though it's
doubtful ef we ever ketches them g~nts as has started
ahead so brisk," and Joe Jarvis laughed as heartily as if
he had never known what danger was, and was not then
suffering from a wound.

CHAPTER IV.
JOE'S FAIR PASSENGERS • .

The wound of Joe Jarvis was an ugly gash just above
the knee, the bullet having cut its way out, while the
youth had a slight wound in the tip of his left shoulder.
Both were bound up . by the veiled lady, and then, as
the youth started off to see if he could find his dog, which
he had seen start after the coach from the scene of the
hold up, the young girl asked Joe Jarvis who he was.
"Now I has heerd his name, and I guesses it be his
right one, as I don't believe he has any reason, miss, ter
'
hide it, only I don't remember jist now.
"He says he is a boy tramp from Boston, a Yankee lad,
and he come out here on business of his own, whatever it
might be, and . he's a dandy, you kin bet, for he hain't
been on ther border over a week, and .thie are ther fifth
scrimmage he hev' been in, and we owes it to him thet
we wasn't robbed, and I sees you !eddies looks well fixed,
while I hes a big sum o' money in my box belonging to
the Overland Company, and going out ter Mountain City
ter pay off ther men's wages for ther quarter."
"Yes, I heard you had a snug sum along, and I am glad
to know it-hands up, driver!"
It was the veiled lady who spoke, and she covered Joe
Jarvis with a revolver, while, glancing at the young girl,
the driver saw that she also had a weapon leveled at his
heart, while her finger rested upon the trigger and her
really beautiful face wore a smile that was very threatening.
Never in the whole of his frontier life, in all of his
adventures upon the Overland trail, had Joe Jarvis been
so completely downed.
He gave a look from the face of the young girl to the
one hidden under the veil, and then said, with a smile:
"Yer -plays yer leetle joke well, !eddies, but it's too serious to do so when ther real road agents is so near at
hand."
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"This is no joke, but dead earnest.
"\Ve came to get that money box you carry, and though
the bunglers back on the trail missed it a while since,
we"ll play a ·winning hand this time--if you move I will
kill you!
"Hold out your hands !"
The veiled woman spoke in a tone there was a decided
threat in, and Joe Jarvis could but obey, for both women
covered him with their revolvers.
"Kill him if he crooks a finger!" came the order from
beneath the veil, and with great clevern ess as she spoke
she clasped a pair of handcuffs upon the wrists of the
almost dazed driver.
Then she disarmed him, and, taking a stake rope from
one of the wheel horses, she quickly bound poor Joe to
tree.

a

Then she mounted to the box, opened it and found there
the iron chest th.at held the money.
·with a key she had taken from her pocket she open ed
it, the money was put jn a bag brought along for the purpose, and, throwing it across her shoulder, she sprang to
the ground and said, quietly :
"I have it all-come, pard."
\i\Tith the same sweet smile upon her lips, the young girl
ki sed her hand in farewell to Joe Jarvis, and the two set
off at a brisk step along the trail , going toward Mountain
C!ty.
.
Joe Jarvis watched them until they were out of sight,
and then, with an oath, by the utterance of which he
seemed almos ~ choked, he said:

'5

"Ah 1 The outlaws have been here; yes, and have kidnapped the ladies."
"I wish to he~vens they had done so, boy pard; but jist
untie this stake rope and I'll tell yer about it, and it's ther
hardest blow I hev' hed for many a long year."
Ned Osmond quickly set the driver free, but he could .
not get the irons off his . wrists, and said:
"I'll have to drive, Joe, and I've handled the reins some
in Mexico; but you can direct me.
"Let me help you up to the box, and I'll give Ornin a
boost up, too, and then we'll push on, for l confess I am
completely upset at what you tell me, and my word for ft
those men are in it with the women."
';Think so, boy pard ?"
"Sure, for those women have gone on ahead to 10111
them.
"It \.Vas a most clever and daring scheme." ,
"Yes, and I was hoping they would join us on ahead
and say it' was all a joke."
''No . my poor pard, it war' no joke, for the women were
armed ; one had a key to fit the strong box, and those
m~nacles you have on-it was all a put up job, and I want
to know what Buffalo Bill will say?"
"So does I; hut let us be off, for I is anxious ter mak~
up lost time, and if you catches on ter drivin' ,as yer did
ter fightin', yer kin run ther old huss' inter Mountain
City same as I c'u'd."
T he dog was helped up to the top of the coach, Joe
Jarvis clambered up with an eff9rt, and then Ned Osmond followed , seized the reins, and the team was started
once more upon the trail.

"vVell, of all things I ever hed happen to me, thet is
ther worst.

..

"Held up by two women, one wearin' a mask, t'other
with a face sweet enough fer a angel.
··Thet knocks ther last prop from under me thet held
up my love o' th er fair sex.
"Who is they and whar' gone?
"I'm knocked clean out, and when I tell ther boy he'll
hev fits-I'll call him."
Raising. his voice, Joe Jarvis gave a long, loud clear
hail.
It was answered at once from just over the hill, and
so011 after :Ned Osmond came in sight and by his side
was . his dog, but going qn three legs.
-. \¥ en Ned approached he saw the driver leailing
against the tree, and he called out :
"They wounded Chum, also, Pard Joe, bnt 1iot badly.
"He was in the trail, apparently watching to see if they
were to follow, so he could come on and· warn us, butwhat on earth-is the matt~r: ?"
"I'm a prisoner, boy pard."
"A prisoner?"

CHAPTER V.
T HE SECRET BETWEEN THEM.

1\ ed Osmond gathered np the reins over the six horses
like one who was not a stranger to driving, and with
cleverness, common sense and daring would soon learn.
The dog lay on the top of the coach, and, though
wounded, had his eyes and ears open on the alert for
danger.
Joe Jarv.is sat on the box, suffering with the wound in
his leg, yet with his feelings completely subdued by what
had happened.
"My heart pains me more, boy pard, than does my leg,"
be muttered.
His manacled hands were Clasped. before him, and he
seemed to be lost in deepest meditation, until suddenly
Ned Osmond put · bis foi;it hard down on the brake, and
drew rein, with the remark :
" S.ee there, Joe!"
He pointed to the trail, and there were visible some
fresh tracks, made by shod horse£.
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"You are right, boy pard, here is where them fellers
waited for them roa:d agent gals.
"You is beginning to read signs like a _borderman, for
I hadn't noticed them tracks."
"You "vere not looking. But how many horses do you
think were here, and do you see those boot heels?"
"Y cs, thar' be leetle feet and big ones-here is whar'
they hed some one waitin' fer 'em, and thar' is thcr tracks
of half a dozen critters, if not more.
"ilut what on 'arth is them road agent gals <loin' in this
country, and whar' is they going?"
"I give it up; and I've one for you, Joe."
"Let her fly."
"'vVere the four in the coach the companions of the four
who held us up back on the ridge?"
"You have got me, boy pard."
"Well, I don't know, but would like to.
"See, they go off in that direction, and if Chum was
not wounded we could soon find where, for he could track
them on a scent a day old."
'"Waal, we is not able ter do it now, so I says we goes
ahead ter Mountain City and starts ther Vigilantes ou on
ther trail."
Ned drove on again, and for some time did not reply.
Then he said:
"fard Joe!"
!'Waal, boy pard."
,
"\\'ho are the Vigilantes?"
.; 'They are some thirty or forty of ther miners thet is
banded ter keep things straight in Mountain City."
"Do they do it?"
"Waal, they lifts a man with hemp now and then.'·
"Sometimes getting the wrong man?"
"\Va-al, I has know'd 'em ter do thet, too."
"The Mounted Miners are a band of outlaws banded
for robbing?"
"That's what."
"Nobody knows just who they are?"
"No."
"But you recognized a miner in the man I killed some
days ago, Buffalo Bill discovered another miner among the
three outlaws who were trying to ambush him, and the
gang that were going to hang me said openly that one of
the slain outlaws was their comrade.

and that you and I, and my dog arc wounded there is
proof, and I am pretty sure that two of the outlaws went
under.
"Now the women who &ere in the coach got the boodle,
and the two men who played scared were their par<l.s beyond a doubt.''
"You is about trampin' ther right trail, panl,"
"\Vell, what is the use of speaking of the two women
or the men; just kt it be thought that the roa<l agents
robbed you.''
"I think you is about right.
"I don't want to gi vc it a way that two petticoats held
me up?"
"Not exactly that, for a revolver is as tlangcrous in a
woman's hands as in a man's, and I would just as soon
be killed on purpose as by accident, it's all the same.
"The women downed you, for they were clever in their
way of playing their game, and you never looked for
treachery.
"But if you report to all that the women did it, why,
the Vigilantes may have men among them who will post
the outlaws, and somehow I don't connect the four pas- •
senw'TS with the four who held the coach up."
. "I believe you is about right."
"Now, I wish to go at once to the fort, upon reaching
Mountain City, and report the affair to Buffalo Bill, and
,
we'll know just what to do, you may be sure."
"Boy pard, it shall be as you say, and we'll keep the
thing a secret about the women holdin' me up; in fact, I
feel kinder 'shamed ter let it be known I wilted a fore a
gun in a girl's hand.
"Yas, Buffalo 13ill is the man ter go on thcr trail, and
you go to ther fort; but yer is not tcr start afore dawn
ter-morrer, for there be ugly men in the mountains, anJ
some of 'em won't forgit yer, and thet Buffalo Bill rescued
you from a lot of 'em, and yer must keep yer eyes. open
fer danger."
.
.
"I will be constantly on the watch, Joe," was the
youth's reply, and he sent'tbe team along at a more rapid
pace, for he could sec that the driver was suffering greatly
with his wound.
·

"Now, Joe, we don't know but that even among the
Vigila11tes there may be several outla_ws, and I am going
to suggest a plan, if you'll let _me.''

The young driver handled the reins with a skill that
won much praise from Joe Jarvis, and it was a li)>k-before the time when the coach was due that it began to
climb the last hill on the way up to Mountain Ci.tv.
Ned Osmond ha<l a curiosity to see the place known
as I\Jountain City, for, whatever was the mysterious mission which had brought him to the \Vild West. and which
he kept so well lock~cl up in bis own breast, that l1aJ l.Jccn
the destination he had aimeJ for.

"Jist fire away, for you've got a mighty level head, boy
pa rd.
"Tell your agent, or boss, the truth about the four passengers, but keep it a dead secret to all else."
"l ii~t don't git hold of yer meanin'. hoy pan!."
"My i<lea -is to tell that we were held uµ l.Jy road ag-ents,

CHAPTER VI.
TIIE

noss

OF MOUNTAIN CITY.
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Pretentious in name, Mountain City was in reality a
collection of camps, some dozen little villages of log
cabins,. with scattering huts between, and all centering
about a central point where there were a stage station,
stables, a tavern, blacksmith shop, sev,eral stores, and half
a dozen combination saloons and gambling dens.
A population of half a thousand miners encircled the
village proper, and there were to be found men of all
kinds, classes, riationalities and characters.
Scattered over a space of ten miles square, the miners
were wont to congregate at nightfall toward the central
point where the stores and saloons were.
Twice a week they got a mail, and on the nights when
the stage came in there was a larger crowd than usual.
The head ma\'J in Mountain City was the stage boss,
Luke Leathers, and he was the right man in the right
place, being a bright fellow. knowing the country, understanding the characters with " ·horn he had to deal, and
utterly fearless.
A man with less nerve than Luke Leathers possessed
would not have heid the position he did one week, for he
would have been killed.
There were those who said that Luke was a mankiller, but he ·had had this questionable title forced upon ·
him by the necessities of the work he had to do when
he first took c~rge in l\J ountain City.
He had been a soldier, then a scout, and next a stage
driver, and he was appointed by the Overland Company
because his worth was recognized.
Luke Leathers was not only stage boss, but he was
landlord of the Good Cheer Ihn, the proprietor of the
largest store in the settlement, owned the blacksmith shop,
was postmaster, and harl a saloon and gambling I den as
well.
Altogether, Luke managed to handle about half the
mouey that circulated in 1'.Ioun tain City, and was looked
upon as the richest man in the mines.
\\Tith his stage force, two blacksn1iths, tavern help,
store clerks and saloon-keepers, Lu~ Leathers had what
he called his "Regulators,., something over a score of men,
whom. he ·ould call on when needed to keep order in
Mounta!.n City, when the miners got too wild, which was
sometimes the case.
He was a man over six feet in · height, ·erect as an Indian, an athlete in build and strength, and one who coulrl
handle a revolver or knife with deadly effect when needed.
Long blond hair, blue eyes, with black lashes, a complexion that a woman 'would envy, a frank, cheery expression, and a picturesque costume, half military, half
sport, made up a man of striking appearance, and one
whose word was law in Mountain City, vlhile he was
both liked and hated, admired and feared.
Climbing up the long, steep trail to the Good Cheer
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Tavern, Ned Osmond handled the reins well, while· a
score of men called out to Joe Jarvis to know if he was
going to retire from the Overland, and was "breaking in
a cub" to take his place.
Joe held his manatled hands down in his lap, to hide
that he was ironed, and paid no heed to the calls or comments, save when a pard spoke pleasantly to him, when
he as politely responded.
The Good Cheer was a large log cabin with wings on
either side and a building running back in the rear, .and
which was dining-room anct' kitchen.
Over the rear building were a dozen sleeping rooms,
all that were ne~ded, and they were bare of furniture
other than cot beds and benches, for the guests could go
down to the piazza to "wash up," where there were soap
and towels.
Two rooms were quite well furnished for ladies, or distinguished guests, and with Lucky Luke's room-for so
he was nicknamed-the saloon, office and gambling den,
the Good Cheer was complete.
The office was . in the corner, and implied hotel and
stage office, post office and Luke Leathers' private "dive,"
as the boys called his retiring room, over which was the
printed sign: "No Admittance Here Under Pair! of
Death.''
It" was here Luke kept his "arsenal," his money-box,
Looks and papers, and men in Mountain City there were
who knew that the sign was no idle threat, for cut into
the thick door with a penknife were the .names of three
persons, with the legend .:
"Depa·r ted this life on this . spot for not heeding the
above sign."
Here was seen a hand with the index finger pointing up
to the sign, and the dates that the men had "departed
this life on."
There were bullet marks in the door, too, and some
suspicious red stains on it and upon the floor.
But Lucky Luke had never been the one to set the bullets flying, and it was only when some of the worst men
in the camp sought to ~rowd 1im in his sanctum th:it, after
full warning, he would "call · them down," · as the boys
said.
The truth was Luke was a magistrate, secretly a government detective, United States marshal, and had money
·
and property to guard, and did it.
When the coach halted before the Good Cheer Luke
Leathers, handsome, picturesque-looking, and with a
smile, 1 called out :
"Welcome back Joe. But have you opened a kindergarten on the Overland?" and he glanced at Ned, while
Joe replied :

•
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"It's ther lad I told yer of, Cap'n Luke, thet they called
up at ther fort Little Buffalo Bill."
, "Ah, I remember, and I am glad to meet you, Buffalo
Bill, junior, for the stage company owes you a lasting
debt of gratitude. Dismount and come in, for you are
my guest. Why, Joe, what is the matter?" and Luke
Leathers for the first time saw that the driver was in
trouble.
"We met ther Mounted Miners this run ag'in, thet's
all," was Joe's laconic reply.

CHAPTER VII.
NIGHT-HA WK GEORGE.

I

Both Ned Osmond and Luke were at once taken to
Luke Leathers' private office, while the stage hands took
the coach.
The doctor of Mountain City was as good a borderman
as he was a physician and surgeon, and a character in his
wa~
•
A slender, tall, well-formed man, with a darkly bronzed,
poetic face, lustrous, deep-set eyes, and a calm dignity
in lmanner and words; he was one of the very few in
Mountain City who was not joked by the miners".
There was that about George Powell that held men
aloof, yet one and all liked and respected him.
To the miners he was known as " Night-Hawk George,'t
though he was generally spoken of as "the doctor," for
he was the only one in mines."*
Dr. Powell was near at hand, and soon entered the office, when Luke Leathers said to him:
"Doc, just overhaul Joe, there, and this youth-Little
Buffalo Bill they call him at the fort-and don't forget
the dog, for they met the Mounted Miners on the way.
"I've got to open the mail, but sing out if you need
me."
Night-Hawk George . was dressed in buckskin, · a complete suit, top boots, a woolen shirt, and slouch hat.
He was a handsome man, one to command attention
anywhere.
With a gentle, courteous manner he greeted Joe Jarvis,
and then the youth, remarking quietly:
"I have heard of you, my boy, from what you did on
Joe's last run.
"So you have had more trouble, eh?"
"A little, sir; but I got off well, though I fear Joe is
badly wounded."
"We shall soon see."
·w ith a touch as gentle as a woman's, and the skill of
*"Ni!!ht Hawk George"-Dr. George Powell. a phv~ki:m of La
Crosse. Wis., and a man whm;e life has been remarkable for its
romance and thrilling adventures.-The Author.
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an experienced surgeon, Night-Hawk George unwrapped
the bandages and laid the wound bare.
"lJgly 190king, b~t not so bad as it looks, Joe.
"You got it when you were sitting clown."
"I did, doc; but I guess it won"t stop me from driving."
"Not you, no; though it would put many a man to bed.
But what about these irons?"
,
· "Oh, I got them put on me near about the same time.
"The boy here got one of the gang, his dog choked another into the happy hunting grounds, and-well, they
\vere too much for us, and got the strong box."
Just then the blacksmith came in to take the irons off,
and, it was quickly done, after which George · Powell
dressed Joe's wound inost skillfully, and then turned to
•
Ked, who said:
"My clog first , sir, if you please, for mine is a scratch."
Chum showed that he knew a friend when he met one,
and held his paw out to be examined.
The wound was not a bad one, and was as carefully
dressed as had bc-~n the driver's, after which it was bound
up securely.
Then came Ned's wound, which he had regarded as a
mere clip on the shoulder.
"The bullet is in there, my boy. I must probe for it."
Neel Osmond did not flinch under th<"; operation, and
the bullet was taken ciut, while George ~well said :
"This could not be done again in a tl:oJsand shots, for
one bullet cut the flesh and passe<l on, while a second
struck in the wound made by the first, and entered.
"Half an inch further, and it might have bern fatal.
You are a plucky fellow. and deserve the name they have
given you of Little Buffalo Bill, not only on account of
your nerve, but you look like Cody.
"Come and see me, for my cabin is up the trail a few
hundred yards," and Night-Hawk George took his departure.
Ned was as much pleased to find that Joe Jarvis and
Chum were not badly wounded as he was that he was not.
He had enjoyed looking about him ·in the den of Captain Luke, for it was carpeted with the skins of wild
beasts, grizzly bears, buffaloes, wildcats, mountain lions
and deer.
There were elk, deer, antelope and mountain sheep's
heads upon the walls, Indian trophies, a skeleton, human
skulls, scalp-locks, and weapons galore, with lariats, saddles and bridles.
The room was full y thirty feet square, and stoutly built
of logs, with small windows opening outside, and a door
into the main building, the light coming from a trap in
the roof.
"Well, Little Bill, this is my den, and you are welcome
here any time, so don't make a stranger of yourself.
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''I'll show you. your room, and you ~an take your traps
there, and Joe and I will look you up for supper.
"I heard you had some trouble on your way here last
time, but I guess the men won't crowd you again, but if
they do they'll have to deal with Luke Leathers," and the
boss led the way to Ned's room, which was one of the two
choice ones, set apart for distinguished guests.
Choice as it was, it was a very barren and desolate
home, but Ned Osmond was not one to kick, and he set
about making himself comfortable, for he was determined
to make l\lountain City his headquarters for a while at
least.
Returning to hi s office, Captain Luke had a long ,talk
with Joe Jarvis, and learned the true story of the hold up.
~

.

CHAPTER VIII.
TIIE YANKEE

•

•

nov's

WELCOME.

Captain Luke seemed intensely interest ed in the story
of the double hold up told him by J oe Jqrvis.
He could not exactly understand how the women passengers had taken such a bold part in the game, and had
Joe go all over it again.
When he had the facts and had bePn tolrl what Ned
Osmond had suggested. he said :
"A good idea, indt'ed !
"That boy has a wonderfully clever head on his young
shoulders, and I'll tell yo what I'll do, Joe."
"Yas, cap'n."
"\Ve won't give out that you wer:e robbed. put let the
people think that you iought your way through, so if it
gets out that the money was taken, it of course comes
from the 011tbws themselves, and we must discover just
who found it out. "
"The 1.Joy said that would be a good idea to spot them."
"It is, and I'll pay the wages out of my own funds, for
all knew the money was coming t: :s trip."
''You won't pay me, and, what's more, as it was a
couple of gals as held me up, and got ther booclie, I've got
enough dust laid by in yo ur hands, Cap'n Luke, to pay
the loss to ther company."
"Don't be a fool, Joe, for you could do no more than
·
you clid.
"\Ve'll get that back, or we'll get scalps to pay for it,
especially as the boy is goin g for Buffalo Bill."
''Of course, Cody must not come here just now, but go
to the scene and act from there.
"You will go out on your next run, I take it?"
"You bet I will."
"\Yell. the manif~t will show me the amount of money
taken-here it is-just three thousand nine hundred dollars, so I'll call all hands up to-morrow and pay off, find
you Lake )'ours with the resL."
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"Won't do it."
"Take it openly, if you return it in private.
"I'll call Dr. Night-Hawk in to-night and the boy can
start for the fort just before, for he can be trusted under
all circumstances."
"You bet he can, and Night-Hawk's word goes; for he
knows what is what in this wild life, as he does in medicine and wound fixin'."
· "Well, we'll talk it all over to-night, and the boy can
start for the fort just before dawn, to get out of the
camps by daybreak."
"It is a good idea."
"He has his horses here, you 1eft with me."
"Yas, cap')n, and his saddle, bridle and outfit we had
with us on the hearse, but his dog can't go."
":t\'o, I can keep him here with me."
"l\J ay be."
The gong was then heard, rung by a Chinaman, who
enjoyed making the horrid din, and Captain Luke sought
:t\ed Osmond, and with Joe Jarvis went into supper.
1
The boss had his own table.' where he 'entertained pas- .
Sfngers and special guests, and there always sat Joe Jarvis and Night-Hawk George Powell, who took his meals
at the Good Cheer.
It was said of the boss that he never told a lie to any
one, or implied one, and he kept up this record with his
hotel, for the name did not belie it, as his table was the
best that could be set in that region.
Captain Luke was a good liver himself, and he kept
several men out hunting and fishing all the time for game
and fish.
He had a German settler over in the valley raising vegetables , and his wife caring for a large chicken yard and
dairy, while his store was well supplied with bacon, hams
and groceries not expected to be found out there.
So the supper at the Good Cheer gladdened the heart of
:t\ed Osmond, who, boy-like, kept his healthy appetite
constantly with him.
"Muchee Little Billee Buffalo," said the Chinaman
waiter, Hop A long, when he ·saw Ned, and he seemed
much pleased in obeying Captain Luke'.s instructions to
"stuff him," Ned meanwhile enjoying the stuffing process.
Half a hundred miners took their 'meals at the Good
Cheer, and Ned Osmond had a chance to see just what
wild life was in a border mining camp.
In turn, he was the object of general attention, yet he
took his notoriety quietly.
All had heard of Joe's last run, the hold up of the
youth, his going to the fort, meeting Buffalo Bill, saving
the great scout from an ambush, his brush with Indians,
and narrow escape from hanging on his way to Mountain
City, going with the Overland driver, and the second
hold uo on the return..
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meet, and in the dil'll light he beheld the form of a horse~
man.
Determined to await his approach, rather than have a
man behind him, for several times before he thought he
had heard hoof falls, Ned was surprised to hear the
sharply given command:
"Move on as before.
"Do not mind me, for I am following you fo r a purpose."
·There was something in the voice that caused Ned to
at once obey, and he rode on, urging his horse to an easy
'
canter.
Looking behind him several times as the day brightened
he failed to see any one. though the trail was winding
then, the timber thick and the way rugged, so that he
could not see far behind him.
B ut several times when he halted to Hsten. he heard
·
faintly the sound of hoofs.
Wlio was it that was thus following him, he wondered.
\Vas he being shadowed for good or evil?
'Cnable to answer the question he asked himself, he
rode quietly on his way, feeling that it was certainly a
most unpleasant situation to be thus "followed for cause,"
when he could not understand what the cause cou1d be.
' Coming to a long, winding, narrow canyon, through
which the trail ran, Ned remembered what a good place
he had considered it for an ambush when he passed
through it on his way from Fort Vidette to Mountain
CHAPTER IX.
CitY.
But who was there that knew of his intended ride to the
NED'S SHADOWER.
fort, and knowing, who was there to follow him?
Ned Osmond was called in time for his ride to Fort
The walls of the canyon arose on either side over a
Vidette, some fo rty miles distant.
hmiclred feet above his head , and it looked like a mighty
He found one of the horses he had captured from the chasn1 splitting a range of hills ill twain.
outlaws, in his first experience with those worthies, sadIn fact. that was just what it was. and the canyon was
dled and ready for him, and a good animal it was.
not over twenty feet wide in its narrowest places, and a
With his own weapons, and a bag of provisions, put up hundred feet at its widest.
for him by Captain Luke's orders, he expected no diffiIt was about two hours after leaYing Mountain City,
culty in reaching the fort on time, as he had been over and Ned Osmond considered that he was about ten miles
the trail once.
from the camps.
Hop Along had orders to show the youth out of the
The end of the canyon was at hand, and he could see
camps to the trail for the fort, Captain Luke having re- a pretty .valley befo:·c him.
tired, and Joe Jarvis having gone early to bed.
Sudden ly, as he neared the end of the canyon, apparThe youth rode away from the Good Cheer fully ently from the clouds, a stern, commanding voice cried
Hop
and.
equipped for a stay of some days, if necessary,
out:
Along guided him through the darkness and along the
"Lie low, there, you murqerers, for I have you covdeserted trails .
.
ered!"
"Here Melican boy all 0. K.
Ned's \1orse was startled, and, squatting low, wheeled
halting
Chinaman,
the
"Trail takee allee lightee," said
quickly to the right, about to run away.
where he Carlie out in the well-defined trail to the fort.
But Ned was a splendid rider a nd kept his. seat, and.
hand,
his
in
Ned thanked Hop Along, slipped a dollar
checking his horse he brought hi s rifle around for use, for
·
and started on his way.
It was not yet daw1i, but he recognized the cabin where though not appropriate to him, it seemed that the comthe men dwelt, who, but for Buffalo Bill's timely arrival, mand must be meant for him.
· This movement of the horse had been but the work of
would have hanged "him.
All w·as dark and silent there, but the tree which was a coupl e of seconds. and when he had faced · the music
to have been his gallows Ned Osmond rode by with a again. so to speak, the boy saw that he was not the one
shudder, as· it was pictured in his mind, never to be to whom the command from above had been addressed.
Just at the end of the ca Hyon. on the left. there was a
erased.
After going a couI?le of miles upon the trail the gray large bowlder that had fallen from the cliff above at some
of dawn began to lighten, and , the boy was about to remote period.
It was capable · of concealing a dozen men. and comquicken his pace when he heard the sound of hoofs behind
manded the trail both ways, in the canyon and the ap-,
him.
·
Instantly he drew rein, not knowing- whom he had to oroach to it.

So he was a young hero, even in the eyes of those stern
men, and when they looked at his handsome, fearless,
boyish face, and knew that he had been called Little Buffalo Bill, quick to recognize nerve and pluck, the whisper
went the rounds to give him a welcome, and all waited
until the lasfman had finished his supper, when one voice
called ottt:
"Three cheers for the boss boy, Little Buffalo. Bill !"
They were _given with a roar like a crash of thunder,
and Hop Along, who did not hear the words, but met
the cry as he came in with a huge coffee pot in hand,
dropped it in terror and fled, hastenea by oaths and shots
sent after him bv two men the hot coffee had scalded.
But Hop Al011g hopped fast enough to escape the bullets, and stampeded tlie whole kitchen brigade as he fled
yelling through · on his way to safety.
As for Neel, he was startled by the furor in his honor,
and, rising, bowed politely, and said, in his clear, resonant
·ce ~
,I thank you, g-entletnen."
·er supper Captain Luke told Dr. Night-Hawk and
-Ned t come with Joe Jarvis and himself to the office, and
there the whole story of the hold up was gone over again,
and it was decided that Little Buffalo Bill should start for
the jort before da\vn in the ~lorning.
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Thus Ned sat upon his horse in suspense, his rifle in
Behind that bowicler was the man, or m·en, to whom
" han<l .
the words had been a<ltlrcsscd :
It was but a moment, yet It seemed to be many of
.. Lie low, there, you murderers, for I have you cov- .
·
them.
crctl !"
Then the silence was broken by the man on the cliff
again speaking.
CHAPTER X.
This time it was Ned whom he addressed.
He said, . calling out in the same terse, commanding
TIIE MYSTERIOUS FRI8ND.
tones he had before spoken in :
Keel could not see who it was behind the bowlder. but
"Those three men behind that bowlder learned in some
'a glance npwar<l showed him a man's he~d and shou!clers way you were to take the trail for Fort Vidette this mornpeering over the cliff, and he held a nA: tha.t po.111.te<l ing, and they planned to ambush and kill you.
straight clown at some one who was lymg 111 ludmg
''That they did so proves that they ar'e, though known
there.
as miners, really outlaws, and they were among the gang
\Vhy should they be there but to be in . .- ambush for who sought -l:o hang you.
.
him?
"One is dead ; the other two are your prisoners, so tie
\Vho were thev, and how many were there?
them securely while I keep them covered.
\Vho was the solitary man upon the cliff, or were there
''Their horses are about a couple of hundred yards
othrrs hesidcs that one?
awa \' in a thicket to the right.
\Vas it his strange shadower, and was he there to pro''\Vhcn they are secure. make them mount, tie them to
tect him?
their saddle liorns, and strap the dead man lo his saddle.
If his shadower. then he ha<l ceased to follow, had taken
"Tlten take the outfit to Colonel Benham and tell him
to the range and ' headed ·him off, for a purpose.
the circumstances of their capture."
His face he could not see, for the rifle stock and arms
"I will, sir, thank you," answered Neel, and he ha~tened
concealed it.
to obey the instructions given him by his resc\ er on the
But the weapon was pointed with evidently deadly in- cliff."
tent at some one behind that rock.
Dismounting. he hitched his horse ·and th~ went
These thoughts flashed through Ned's btain in a few around behind the bowlder.
seconds of time. r
The two men still lav there flat on their faces, their
lie kept his eyes upon the bowlder and was ready to arms extended above their heads.
clt"fc11d hi111sel f.
The third man was dead.
Then came another command from the cliff top. and it
Ned hastily disarmed them, and with the lariat of one
wa~ in the same terse, determined tone as before:
of the men securelv bound their hands behind them.
"Flat on your faces, all three of you, and quick about
He glanced up and saw the man on the cliff still at his
it !"
post, so called out:
The!"e words tolcl Ned that the eyes 0f the man on the
"I will get their horses now, sir, if you will still keep
clifT rested upon three persons behind the bowldcr. .
them covered.''
J f they were his foes, the odds were big against him,
.
.
"All right. go ahead!"
he knew.
!\' ed soon found the horses hitched m the thicket, and
Even in that m©ment of suspense and danger it Rashed he led them back to the bowlder.
across the bnv's mind that the outlaws of that country
Aiding one man to mount, he tied him to his saddle
ge1wrally traveled in trios.
and then told the other that it was his turn.
Then !\'rd he!lrd quickly a shot from behind the bowlHe, too, was bound to his saddle horn, and Ned's next·
ckr. and saw a shower of dust flv from the cliff when· the move was to raise the dead body across the sacl<lle of his
bullet struck. but he had no tim~ to consider how close a horse and make it fast.
call it was for tl1e· man up there before a stream of fire
.
"All ready now, sir.
poured out of his rifle and a wild yell followed it.
"\Nho shall J tell Colonel Benham was my rescuer and
Then camr the words:
sent him these prisoners?"
"Down. both of vou, or die!"
f3ut no answer came and no one was now visible upon
The men cvide1;tly ' obeyed ~ for quickly followed the the cliff.
words:
Ned called, but received no response.
"I have a repeating- rifle here, and will kill you if you
The mysterious friend had disappeared.
do nm ohev-ah ! you are wise-raise your hands ahove
your heads as vou lie thus. and make no mov<' if you
~·aluc vour lives!"
CHAPTER XI.
!\'ed. was more than interested.
MEETING THEJR MATCll.
So far the man on the cliff had seemed to befriend him,
had a strange feeling come over him at
Osmond
Neel
and vet he knew he had him at his mercv as thoroughly as
the :(liscovery that his mysterious friend had gone.
·
he cl;d the men in ambush.
He wa!; in a land of strange deeds, a Janel of mystery,
That he was in deadly earnest, his having fired upon
but he had pluck enough,. and to spare, to meet any difone man proved.
Th;it he had kept him, by that shot. from being longer culty.
f3ut why should a man help him and not let him know
dang-erous, his remark, afterward acldres$ed to but two,
who he was.
seemed to indicate.
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"In the dark, yes; but, look here, my tall friend, I have
"Ah I he has gone around the ridge to come into the
een you before also."
valley here.
''\.Vhar' ?"
"I will wait for him," he said.
Then it occurred to him that if the man had intended • "You were one of th.e four ·w ho held up the coach yes- .
to join him be would not have told him to · go on to the terday and wounded Joe Jarvis; yes, and you are the very
one who shot at me, I remember, but I'm hard to kill, you
fort.
see."
"No, he does not wish me to know who he is.
"It wasn't me, no such thi11g."
"I remember that he said he was following me for a
"It was you, for I recall your voice now."
purpose. for he is the one who shadowed 1t1e, I feel sttre.
"J never said a word, I~"
· ·'Now, for some good purpose he understands and 1 do
- t
"Who did, then?"
not, he keeps out of sight.
"Bounce did ther talk~-''
"I will go on."
"Shet up, yer telltale fool, yer l" whispered his comThus 111aking up his mind, Ned was about to start upon
panion, and Ned burst out into a hearty laugh and cried:
his way, when the two men called to him.
"l thought I would make you give yourself away, long
They were hard-looking fellows, the three of them, but
death had canceled the ill will Ned had felt against one of legs--even as high up as your mouth is, you put your foot
that time."
in
them.
"Well, durn me fer a fool," growled the man, as Ned
Two of them he recognized, the one that was dead and
replied:
one of the living.
The thi1'd was a tall, lank fellow, with a stoop in the ' "I wbn't contradict yon; but I thought I knew )'01.l.
"I don't know the ways out here, don't I?
shoulders, and a reddish slouch hat on, just such form
"Well, I admit I am a tenderfoot, only a Yankee boy,
and makeup as he had seen in one of the four men who
but I am not quite such a fool as I may look."
held up the coach the ·da)" before on the trail.
"See here, boy pard, I tell yer thet this trail will git us
But the four outlaws were masked then, and only by
his form, hat and general appearance could Ned now all kilt.
"Thar' is ther old trail, so tarn off thar', fer I knows
identify hin\.
He had a face that would pass anywhere as that of a ther way, and I hain't no wis11 ter be scalped."
"Is hanging an ea.sier death to die?" qilietly asked. Ned,
villain.
"I .say, young feller, it's nothin' ter us, but you is goin' and oaths in chorus answered him.
The11 the man wllo had before sp6ken returned to the
wrong on this trail," called out one of the outlaws, while
attack again.
·
the other added :
"•I tells yer we was scoutin' fer Injuns when thet feller
"No, it's nothin' ter us, but yer · is goin' wrong, young
held us up, and they is thick on this trail.
feller."
"You has us secure, so why not go ther safe way to
"I've beel1 over this trail before."
·
as far as thet trail goes; ther fort ?"
"No doubt, and you is nght
HBecause I am stupid enough to believe that the safe
but thar' is Injuns on ·it now, and ef yer wish ter git to
ther fort yer better take ther old trail alfng ther river, way is the one that you do not wish to go," was the
Yankee boy's quiet response, with a twinkle in his eye as
though it is longer."
he spoke.
A11d again the two prisoners cursed him roundly.
"Yas, it's not traveled now, and ther fojuns don't lie
in wait on it; but this way we'll all be kilt afore we go

i'

far."

'

"How is it you were not afraid of the Indians?"
.
"We was."
"Yas, that's what we was lyin' thar' at thet canyon fer,
when thet pard o' your'n come along and kilt poor, Jim
·
and held us up."
"Do you know ·who he is?"
"No."
"Have you any idea ?1'
" I can't guess ; but we intends ter know and Jet ther
Vigilantes deal with him, for he kilt Jim ~11d took u in."
. "Yas, and he is foolin' you ter -say we war' layin' fer
you."
"You did so once before, at least you did, and that man
who is dead, for I recognize you as men who tried to
hang me, and but for Buffalo Bill would have done so."
"Pard, young feller, yet' is away off.
''I never seen yer afore in my }.ife, and, what is more..
I ne:ver cares if I don't see yer ag'in."
Ned laughed and replied:
"I guess not; but you don't fool me worth a cent."
"You is new -out here, a11d doh't know ther ways.
"Why all ther men looks alike out here."

CHAPTER XII.
DRlVEN'

TO

BAY.

Reaching the spot where an indistin<>t trail branched
off to the right, the men watched anxiously to see if the
youth would take it.
Instead he held right on along the regular trail, and the
·
tall fellow said :
A•r bets we is all Jnjun meat afore an' pour."
Ned smiled, but made no reply, and after riding a mile
in silence the men began to either get uueasy or feign it,
and begged hard that he would leave the trail for fear
of running into an ambuslt.
Bttt ' Ned h Id on as before, his eyes constantly on the
1
lookout ahead.
to
said
he
"How I miss ·chum," he muttered, and then
,
his prisoners :
"It is lucky for you I didn't have my dog along with
me to•day, or' you'd hav~ gotten the; worst of it."
"\Vhar is 1.het blamed dog, anyway?" asked the tall
fellow.
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· But, instead of riding down the little valley, they saw
"How did you know I had a dog?" Ned questioned,
begin to climb the hill.
him
quickly, and added, with a laµgh:
Then they laughed again, and came leisurely on.
"There goes your foot in your mouth again."
Th.I! two prisoners also. laughed, and one remarked ;
Another chorus of curses, and the men lapsed into
"Better skip while you can, boy, and leave Us."
silence, uiitil suddenly, as they rounded a bend in the
Ned made no reply.
But
delight.
of
cheer
a
trail, the two outlaws broke out into
"I know my bqsiness, as you will find out.''
Ned had seen the cause of their joy as quickly as they
The men la uglied, and the horses began to mount ·the
had, and at once drew rein.
Vv'hat he beheld were five horsemen coming toward him, steep hill, ·over the £inty lava.
1t was a ·r ough and hard climb, but they reached the
and about three hundred yards distant.
.
But for the exultant cries of his prisoners Ned wolilld ~ ·
Ned saw that there was no way of getting the horses
have thought that the five men were to be trusted.
But as friends of the two men with him he could only in the opening, but there was space for his prisoners and
·
himself.
loo!<: upon them as foes .
"Dismount!" he s<;tid, as he untied the. feet of one from
"They is our pan.ls I Now is. our time to crow, young
under the horse.
bantam."
"We declines ter," was the decided reply.
''Yas, we is on top now."
Ned smiled, and instantly tied the man's feet again,
These remarks were not very assuring to the youth.
which he to'ol< the ends of the stake ropes, sprang
after
that
realized
he
and
glance,
a
at
He saw the situation
himself into cover, and said, quietly:
he was in for it, so to speak.
"Stay where you are, then, for you will protect me."
If those horsemen were the pards of the prisoners in
'·Curse that boy!" cried one of the men, while the other
his keeping, he had no mercy to expect from them.
.
said:
The horsemen were fi\·e in number, and had halted.
'"Fer a tenderfoot, yer is about as fly as they makes
Ned now saw that they wore masks.
'em."
This settled it as to what he must expect.
Ned made no reply, and kept his eyes upon the coming
He did not lose his nerve, however, and glanced .around
horsemen.
coolly to take in the situation.
He could drop his prisoners and run .for it, he knew.
But the boy had a horror of doing anything he thought
was cowardly.
CHAPTER XIII.
Called Little Buffalo Bill, he wished to be worthy of
THE YANKEE BOYS RUSE.
the name he bore.
The masked horsemen seemed to be so sure of · their
"Yer better light out, young feller, if yer wishes' ter
game that they did not hurry in the least.
save yer neck."
Ned watched them eagerly, saw them come within easy
"Now, look here-your joy at sight of those men told
· just who ancl what you are, and they are masked Mounted range of his rifle, and then, resting it upon the edge of
the crater, took aim deliberately.
11iners, so I don't give you up without ·a fight now."
But the brave boy did not aim at the masked horsemen \
Neel spol~e !:ternly, and wi~h a ring in his voice that
coming up the barren hill, but at one of his two prisoners .
showed he was aroused to resistance.
· In his glance about him he had seen, not far away, seated bound upon his horse.
It was a picture that was strange and thrilling. and one
one oi those hills so often seen in the desert belt.
It was a hundr~d feet in height, had sloping sides and that the two prisoners painfully and quickly realized the
·
·
an opening in the top-a crater, in .fact, for it was an ex- dartget of.
There they sat upon their horses, bound in t11eir sad- .
tinct volcano.
The. hill and its approach were as barren of vegetation dies, their stake ropes held by their boy captor, who
finger on trigns the palm of the hand, and the lava had flown a1l about crouched in the crater, his rifle leveled, his horsemen,
but
ger, ready to fire, not at the five c9ming
at them.
·· .'
its base.
Upon one side of the prisoners was Ned's horse, upon
1nstantly Ned wheeled the horses and rode for this hill.
The horsemen saw his act, and laughed, while they came the other the fourth animal, with the body of the dead
outlaw strapped to the saddle.
on leisurely, as one of the prisoners ca1led out:
The Yankee lad had been driven to bay, and his clever
"Come and rescue us, parcls, for he's totin' us to ther
had at once discovered an opportunity to remain
mind
.
fart ter hang.
'
master of the situation.
.
"It's thet cub the Buffalo Bill ties to."
hundred
three
within
were
horsemen
masked
five
The
leader
the
and
said,
The horsemen heard all that was
feet of the crater, when the voice o'f the boy called to therrt
called back :
to halt.
"We'll rescue you, pards.
"If you come a step nearer I will send a bullet through
"He won't go far in that direction."
, . lt seemed that the very spot where Neel Osmond had the hearts of these prisoners!" came in the clear .voice of
turned off was a peninsula formed by the river making Little Buffalo Bill.
The words brought the horsemen to a very sudden halt.
a great bend there.
CQ.uld they bel\eve their eyes?
As there were cliff banks all around, had Ned retreated
Could they believe their ears£.
do>Yll the bend there would have been no escape fot him.
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· There was a tenderfoot boy at bay, and now he was
going to show that he held the winning hand.
Had they heard aright? He was going to fire upon
them, they supposed.
They expected that.
Dut, no, his rifle was not aimed at them.
It covered the heart of one of the prisoners, and it was
·
but a move from that to the other.
The dead body across the horse told them that some
one had been killed.
The two bound men showed that they had been captured.
Had the boy done this alone?
1mpossible.
Dut they halted at his stern threat.
They recognized him as the boy several had seen before.
"It's Du!Talo Dill's cub!" growled one.
,,
"'v\'ill he do it?"
"l. wonder if he's gof the nerve?"
"Let's trv him!"
Such we;·e the remarks made by the men.
Then there were comments as to how he had gotten
the pr'isoners and the dead man.
' 1'Eorward !" said the leader.
J3ut 'he added:
·-"B,e ready to halt quick, for he must not kill our pards."
The. Jive )1orsemcn moved ahead, and loud rang the
warn111g :
1
"l don't wish to kill them, but, so help me Heaven I I
will! '
"One, two--"
"Halt!" cried the leader, and the five men halted with
great promptness, for a cry had come from the prisoners,
appealing to th<'m.
"Wc"ll trick him," said the leader, and he callerl out:
"Say, boy, we'll let you go if you leave your prisoners."
''1"11 let you go, ii you leave my prisoners alone," came
the quick answer.
"\Ve've got you foul, so you might as well come to
terms."
"Oh, I'm all right; don't mind me, for I've got grub
in plenty, and rather like it up here-it's a fine view I
have."
"Curse the boy!" said the leader, and all echoed his
sentiments.
Then he tried again.
"\Ve were running from redskins, and they'll be along
soon and kill you."
'"You were running mighty slow, and then, I don't mind
redskins-I like 'em."
"\\'ill you give up those men?"
"'I will not."
"\Ve'll take them, then."
"If they are worth more to you dead than alive, I'll kill
them for you."
"\\Te rln not wish to have them killC>cl, but we wjll -sacrifice their lives to catch and hang you."
Then in a loud chorus came reply:
'' No yer don't! Don't mind ns. but go on, for ther boy
will !:hoot-he hain't got no better sense!"
This reply caused N e<l to laugh.

.

He saw the ludicrous side of the situation in spite of his
danger.
'''ll1e blamed · fools!"
"Didn't they know I was no• in earnest?" growled the
leader, and he looked toward his companions to sug-gcst
a plan of action to outwit the clever lad.
" Say, boy."
"AIJ right, man."
"Are you going to give those men up r
.
"No."
i •
'Tll corral you there, then, and starve you out."
~ .. .
"I bet you don "t."
•
"\,Yh y ?"
''I'll do some lying now," muttered Ned to himself,
while he answered, in a loud tone:
"BecattSe Colonel Benham was to send Buffalo Bill and
some soldiers from the fort to-clay to meet me in Mountain City and take me back. but I <li<ln "t wish to trouble
them to come all the way , so I startC'd to meet them.
''They'll be along soon, and, starve me-not much you
won't, I don't think."
This very cool explanation made a decided impression.
The faces of the two prisoners looked gloomy, aiJ!l the
men at the base of the hill cast quick glances behii1d them
as though looking for the coming of the party from the
fort at once.
/

CHAPTER XIV.
IlU!'FALO DfLL.

Ned smiled at the success of his reply, but his quick
eye detected a movement among the horsemen .
l nstantly he took his hat off and rested it upon a stone
at the <'clge of the crater, while he moved his position.
Hardly had he clone so when there came several sharp
reports together, and the bulli.:ts knocked the hat ofI the
rock.
''Cuss y<'r ! th er boy wa'n't whar' yrr shot!" yelled one
of the prisoners, who h::id just gotten on to Ned's quick
act and what the outlaws intended.
"No; I am alJ right."
"P.ut try that again. and I'll kill one of these crows!"
called out Neel, angril y. and then he added:
"Never mind; fire alJ you wish, for Buffalo 13ill will
hear it."
Again the outlaws cast an uneasy glance behind them,
and then. to the utter amazement of Ned Osmond, they
uttered cries of alarm and started away at full speed.
Instantly his rifle flashed, and an outlaw fell from the
saddle.
Another shot, and a horse went down, throwing his
ridC>r heavilv.
Dut the ~thers halted, p111lecl him np to a seat behind
one of their nnlllber, and Red on rapidly .
Then Neel beheld the cause of their flight, and which,
from his position, he could not sooner see.
There, coming along the trail from the fort was a
horseman he could not mistake.
The large roan hor~e was in a swift gallop, for the rirler
had heard shots ahead and felt that his aid was needeJ.
The rider was erect in the saddle, riding with the perfect ease and grace of the frontier horseman , anrl his rifle
lay across his left arm, the stock grasped in the right hau
ready for ins ~an t use.
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The long, dark hair of the horseman streamed out ·behind as he rode, his broad-brimmed sombrero was placed
jatmtily upon one side of his head, his eagle eyes were
glancihg ahead, and his ·handsome face was aglow with
the excitement of danger and the hope to serve some poor
,
unfortunate.
As he came. around a patch of underbrush his eyes foll
npon the red hill and the"l1orses on top, one riderless, one
carrying a dead body, and two wit11 the prisoners tied in
the saddle.
The five horsemen he had seen flying away, and then
one had fallen from his saddle from a shot from the hill,
next a horse had gone down, but the others sped on, to
qnickly clisappear.
Had the horseman intended to pursue he was checked
in the intention by suddenly discovering a slender for111
appear upon the hill and hearing a shout and the "Yords,
"Bravo, Buffalb Bill !"
"It is my boy pard, and he has been corraled by outlaws," cried Buffalo Bill, as he spurred rapidly toward the
.
hill.
·'That hapgs us, pard," growled one qf the prisoners,
as Buffalo Bill advanced toward them .
'·You bet it does, for Buffalo Bill will show us no
mercy, and believe a1I his cub says."
Ned had sprung out of the crater and called out:
"Don't ride up here; it's too rough, sir."
"I \.Vill come down." and he led the horses down the hill.
Then Buffalo Bill stood by the body of the outlaw,
whom he had unmasked.
" \Vell, boy pard, we , meet again; but whom have yon
there, and how did you corral them?" and Buffalo Bill
wa;mly s~ook ha1;ids with the youth, who responded :
"Some game I picked up on the way, and thev are bad
ones.
"I'll te!, vou about it."
" But (thought you were with Joe Jarvis?"
"! went with him on his run east, sir. but we returned
last night, Joe quite badly wounded, Chum lame from a
shot. and I can. hardly raise my left arm, for I g-ot two
.
slight wo1.1nds in ·it."
" My poor •boy ! Road agents, o(course !"
"Yes, sir; Mounted Miners.
"There were four of them, and they held us up at the
same place as before.
"I've got quite a story to tell you."
" And these fellows and those that jmt had you corraled, no d~ubt, are more of the gang?"
"Yes, sir; but shall we ride back toward the fort, for I
was going there, and I can tell you, as we go along, all
about it."
"Yes, as soon as I strap this body to his horse, which I
will catch," and leaping into his saddle, Buffalo BiH
swung his lariat over his head and rode after the .horse of
the dead outlaw.
He soon roped him, and the body was strapped to the
saddle, \.'vhen the dead animal was stripped of his saddle,
bridle and outfit, and it was tied upon one of the horses be, hind the prisoner.
i "~o\v, ·boy pard, we wiH move," !;'aid Buffalo Bill,'
mounting, and the horses were driven on ahead, the prisoners being too far to catch the words of Ned Osmond as
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he told his story to·the sc<;>ut, not leaving out about how
the two fair ·passengers had held up and robbed Joe Jar·
vis while he was searching for his doa.

CHAPTER XV.
THE '!'WO PARbS.

Buffalo Bill was a good listener always, and he kept
up a great deal of thinking while he listened.
He let Ned tell his story in his own way, from beginning to end, and never once asked a question.
Having "booked it," so to $peak, in his mind, h~ then
began t<;> a,sk questions.
As ·though reading from copy, he went over the narrative and questioned here and there as closely as a lawyer
could have done.
At last he said:
''Well, boy pard, we've got the whole story down.''
·
''Yes, sir."
"And you were on your way to see me?"
"Yes, sir; and my 1ie panned out the truth," and Ned
laughed.
"\Vhy were you corning to see me?"
"I thought it best, and so did Joe Jarvis, after we talkeq
it over, and when Captain Luke and Dr. Night~Hawk
were let into the secret, they also said you should know the
facts, so I started for the fort."
"And you say you don't know who it was who saved
you from that ambush?"
"I cannot guess, sir-unless--"
•
"Unless what?"
"It was you ."
''I was not, I assure you. I just came from the fort, or, ·
rather, left it last riight and camped some do.zen miles
from here.
"l saw Indian signs, so concluded to post the camps
and then return to the fort."
"Th e~ the outlaws might have been right in saying
I would run upon redskins upon this trail ?"
"No, for they know nothing about the redskins-at
least, those you were with.
''The other party of fiv e, yes, for they came: from that
direction, but their trail leads our way and we will find
·
out.
"Do you think you could i:.ecogniz.e any of those men
if vou saw them in the mines?"
~'They were masked, you know, and I am afraid not,
though I might know the voice of their leader and his
general makeup:"
''\Vell, we will see to· that later.
"Now, about these two women, for I confess that p.an
of the story knocks me out."
"You wish me to describe them?"
"Yes."
"One was dressed in black and heavilv veiled.
"It was mourning she wore, and I dict' not get a glim1n:
of her face, but her voice was youthful, and her hand,
one of which she had drawn the glove off of, was small
.
and looked like young woman's,
''I noticed that it was bronzed like the hands of one ex:
posed to su nshine, and there were diamond rings upon it
that were very handsome."

a
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"Diamond rings upon the hand of a woman in mourn- didn't sell old Chief Spotted Tail -a dictionar,y -\vith the
back of a Bible sewed on it, and I captured it. and gave
ing don't go well, Ned."
.
''So I thought, sir, and concluded that her dress was it to the chaplain.
"He did not have a chance to look at the contents;
doing all the mourning."
1
guess he thought he knew it all, and the next day started
"You are right."
,
to preach out of it at the fort.
"Now the other one."
"Why. th e poor man thought he was crazy, turned red;
"The veiled woman was tall and slender, and dressed
pale, called for prayer and had a fit.
well.
,
"The surgeon dosed him with whiskey, and he got
"The other was a mere girl, and mighty pretty, for even
drunk and went to the hospital for a week, and it took a
Joe said that, and he does not like women, you know."
special order from the colonel to prove to him that he
"Some girl has buncoed him, I guess."
1
"fl1aybe so," replied Ned, and he recalled the driver's was not crazy-no, book agents don't go in the Land of
confession to him, and how cruelly he had been deceived the Setting Sun, boy pard."
Ned langhed heartily at the scout's story an cl repli ed:
by the woman he had loved and 1trusted.
the two men might not have been as bad as that,
''\Vell,
Dut that was Joe's secret, not his, so he kept silent about
they were only outlaws."
it.
"They were the allies of the women, no doubt; in fact,
"They did not appear to be pards, you say, until the
the king bees.
hold up?"
"But now the question Is, who are they and where do
"No. sir."
they camp?"
"And then?"
''Are they in with the Mounted Miners. or are they a
"They got ( awful thick all of a sudden, and both were
most anxious to help dress Joe's wo~md and mine; but I separate gang, playing a lone hand for that little game
lwlped Joe, and the young girl dressed my shoulder and they won so cleverly from poor Joe?
did it well, too."
"Boy pare!, there is work for us to do, if you wish to
"The pretty one?"
chip in with Buffalo Bill on the trail."
"Yes, sir."
''That's just what I do want," was Ned Osmond's em"And then?"
phatic rejoinder.
"J went off to look up Chum and was gone a quarter of
an hour, I guess, and when I came back Joe was tied
to a tree, his wrists were ironed, and the passengers were
CHAPTER XVI.
gone."
•
"It was remarkable."
A RIDE FOR LIFE.
"I could hardly believe my eyes, Mr. Cody, and Joe
"Do you think you would know the man who saved
told me just how it was done, that the veiled woman leveled on him and the young girl clasped the bracelets on you from the ambush, boy pan.1 ?" asked Buffalo Dill, as
the two rode on in silence for some time after l'\e<l's last
him and helped tie him.
"Then they mounted to the box, opened the iron strong remark.
box with a key they had along, lifted out the money and
"l am afraid not. sir, for I could not see his face; but
walked off up the trail."
I'll tell you one thing."
"It was well done."
"\\'ell?"
"It nearly broke poor Joe's heart, to think he had been
"It comes to me more and more that I have heard his
held up by women."
voice before."
"It was har<l.
"You have an idea whose it was?"
"But now about those two male passengers. .
"\Veil. sir, there was a certain ring to it that I noticed
"What did they look like?"
particularly, and in recalling it I had an idea that it
"If I can be a judge of myself, like tenderfoots, sir." sounded like Dr. Night-Hawk Powell's voice, raised to a
"Don't you \-vorry about your being a tenderfoot, boy high key."
pard,- for you have passed that stage a long way.
'"l guess you have struck it, boy pard.
"Night-Hawk has a peculiar .voice, and it is just like
"Tenderfoot, indeed! You can canter barefoot where
an Indian pony would go lame-n0, you are not a tender- him to protect you out of the camp, when he had reason
to believe you were in qanger.
foot, Ned, not much."
"He shadowed you, and, knowing the country perfectly,
The boy seemed pleased at the scout's words and said,
drew to one side and went on ahead to where he was
modestly:
, certain the ambush would · be laid.
''I'm trying to learn, sir."
"Yes. and you are head in your class ; but about those
"From the cliff he had the fellows just where heiwanted
two fellows?"
them, and it was like him not to wish to be known.
"One was a well-formed man with heavy whiskers. ·
''Then, too, he may have not cared to be known in the
"The other a small man with smooth face, and both matter for other considerations than his modestv."
were fairly well dressed.
"He is a splendid fell ow, Joe says, and l 1iked-him."
"They might' pass for drummers in Boston, or book
"He is all that, and a fine surgeon and physician as well.
agents, more like." ,
''The more you sec of him the more you will tie to
"Then they were tough, for I'm blessed if a book agent Kight-Hawk Powell.".
\

.
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f'There are three brothers,* Joe Jarvis said."
"Yes, one of them a s1ilrgeon in the army at one of the
forts north of this, a:nd as good a scout as he is a surieon and doctor.
"Then there is Night-Hawk George, and his young·er
brother, Bron.cha Bill Powell, who is studying medicine,
mining and hunting.
"He is away from Mountain City nO\.V, off somewhere
prospecting, but he makes his camp with Night-Hawk,
and tbose who know them best have too much sense to
crowd them, though they never seek trouble, and are as
mild mannered as women.
"Yes, I guess it was Night-Hawk George who saved
yo~1."

'"I'd like to think so, sir, and--"
Ned stopped short, as Buffalo Bill had halted and was
attentiveiy regan :..:g tbe ground.
"Keep the · pnsoners here," he said, sh01ily, and rode
off on a trail alone.
In ten minutes he turned back, and as he came up he
.
said. addressing the prisoners:
"Your five pards were here holding council with the
redskin chief.
··· Tracks don't lie, a11d they are up to some cunning
work.
"If they are the allies of the Indians, so are you.1
"If they are allies of the Indians, they are renegades,
and so are you. I
"Those five men came out of Mountain City yesterday,
and they came here for a purpose.
"That purpose was to meet the redskins.
"They camped last night over beyond that hill, and the
redskins got there this morning. and there was a council.
''They returned to Mountain City, and the redskins are
moving toward the Red Canyon valley to wait, and they
have got small bands prowling about to draw the troops
in force up toward their country, and then their large
bantl of warri ors will make a strike somcvvhere.
" 'But that don't work, for I read it all as plain as my
A B C.
"Come, boy pard, we must push for the fort, for there
is work to be done."
The manner in which Buffalo Bill told what he had
discovered and read from those discoveries fairly amazed
the Yankee boy.
The scout. seemed to be reading it all· as though it was
written down before him. .
The two prisoners turned deathly pale at his words and
glanced uneasily at each other.
As they moved on once more the pace was increased to
double the speed they had been traveling before.
At last B11ffalo Bill said:
"See yonder hill, boy p_ard ?"
He pointed to a little hill half a mile ahead that was
rugged and covered with dwarf cedars.
. Upon one side was a cliff overhanging the river, and
·
.
):ieneath this the trail ran.
*Dr. Frank Powell, late U. S. A., now Mayor of La Crosse,
Wis.
. J?r. G~orge Pvwell, one time a noted frontiersman, now a phy·
sician m ;La Crosse..
William Powell, M. D .. a well known physici~n of Wisconsin
'
and at one time a plainsman of note.-The Author.
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The other side sloped down to the plain. Ned looked
toward the hill at the scout's words and nodded.
"VI/ ell, I have been corraled there ~o less. than five times
by Indians, and there are the graves of half a dozen .soldiers on the hi.JI, and some score of redskins.
"We will e<:mp here for an hour, as it is noon, and then
push at a gallop for the fort." .
As they ~eared the little hill Buffalo Bill, whose eyes
were sweepmg the country about him, suddenly called
out:
"Ride for your life, boy pard, for they are upon ns !"
One glance behind him revealed to the boy that two
scor~ of mounted warriors had suddenly appeared like
magic from a small canyon near the ri!ver and were
ridmg to cut them off before they could reach the hill.
CHAPTER XVII.
BROUGHT

TO

TERMS,

Buffalo Bill took in the odds against them at a glance,
and everything there was in their favor.
He saw that they had a quarter of a mile to ride the
·'
Indians twice that distance.
They were retarded by their prisoners, and the two
horses carrying dead bodies ; the Indians were free to
ride at full speed.
Some of th e Indians had rifles, most of them were only
armed •v·ith bows and arrows.
Once they could reach the hill they would find splendid
shelter among the bowlders near the top, and an open
belt all arcund free of trees.
It vtas twenty kiiles to the fort, and no help need be
expected f1:om ther<:, unless a patrol of cavalry happened
to be scoutmg about.
"Start .the prisoners ahead, boy pard, while I run to
yonder hill and encourage those reds to remain behind"
and Buffalo Bill, leaping from his horse and leveling his
rifle at once, its deadly music was heard.
Shot after shot rang out, a perfect stream of fire
seemed bursting from the muzzle, and the reports mingled
together until they could hardly .be counted.
A pony fell; another followed; a brave toppled from
his saddle-another and another-until, staggered by the
fire, the redskins checked their speed, swerved from their
rush, circled around out of range and came to a halt.
Then Buffalo Bill gave his wild and well known war
cry, which the Indians answered in chorus, and at once
became greatly excited.
It told them who it was they had to fight and warned
them to beware; b:it it 1'.1ade them more anxious to capture the great white cluef whom they so admired, yet
so dreaded.
. J'heir swerv~ng from their pat~ and halt gave Buffalo
Bill some prec10us moments, which he was not slow in
taking -advantage of.
Remounting his horse once more, he spurred to the
front after his youthful pard.
Reaching the hill he dismounted, hitched his horse
quickly, whipped out his bowie-knife, quickly cut loose
the: weapons o.f t~e dead outla.ws and of the two prisone1's,
which gave hun four extra nftes and eight revolvers. -.·
"Hitch the horses, Ned, behind those bowlders while
I get the arsenal ready; then unbind those fellow/ hands
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and bring them here, -for .they have got .to fight!" he
out . .
called
.
.
.
· "Ay, ay, sir," cried N ed, and he had the horses secure
in a minute, and the two prisoners' feet were set free.
. "Now march !" he sharply ordered.
· T he ~en obeyed, and Buffalo Bill put them in behind
a bowlc;ler six feet below ·h~m, but just before him.
"Now tie their -feet· again, Ned, and drive a stake pin
down to fasten them to, and I'll give them a couple of
rifles each to help hold the fort ."
"VVe'll help you fight if you'll let us go after we stand '
off ther redskins ."
"Yas, that'.s ~hat we'll do, but not pull a trigger 'less
yer does."
"Stand aside, Ned, fo r those fellows are going to be
in our way, and I'll end it now; they are less trouble dead 1
We'll do the work alone!"
Up went tpe hands of the two men quickly, their faces
s\10wing how scared they were at Buffalo Bill's announcement . . They cried lustily not to kill them, that they'd
fight .t he whole trj.be if the scout would spare them.
"Stand there, then, or kneel . behind that rock. I will
give you the guns, and loaded. I will watch you , and so
will this youth, and if you so much as glance behind yon
I 'll see to it that you take the last look on earth in that
glance.
1
' W hen you two fire, w~ will not, so I'll mark the effect
of your shots, and if redskins don't fall, palefaces will!
Do you understand?"
The ruffians understood it all on ly too well.
They would be trusted with guns. in their hands and
forced to fight.
They wanted the Indians to win, for, as allies. thev
·
knew they would be spared.
The temptation would be great to chance a shot at i:he
scout and the boy.
But failure?
That meant certain deatp, they fully realized.
But they would be governed by circumstances; so the
· two outlaws took the guris and turned their facei toward
the redskins as ordered.
Buffalo Bi11 and Ned O smond also stood ready for a
,
fight to the death.
Buff<~l o · Bill had his matchless repeating rifle, and knew
·
.
what it could do.
. _Ned had his carbin~ and could load it with great rap. .
.
1d1ty.
The two prisoners had their rifles and the rifles of their
two dead comrades.
On the rocks close by the hands of the scout and the
youth were their own revolvers and those of the fou r
outlaws.
It was a very formidable array of firearms for the redskins to charge upon, for a hundred shot-s could be fired
from the weapons within .a couple of minutes, if propel·ly
·
· ·
handled.
And all this preparation to · m~et the redskins had not
· .
.
.
·.·
taken five minutes.
Now .the indi~s were co!ni~g ort, ~ith r\ish>cr? the
.
hllll
~

a

...

CHAPTER

x"Vnr. ·· ·

BEATEN BACK • .

Buffalo Bill calmly took in the s~tuation.
He saw that the Indians had spread · well ou~, to con·
fuse the little party, and to escape the ·bullets. ·
. They must have seen that two of the six horses carried
dead men, two more prisoners, and there \vould be but
""" .
··
·
two to · fight them.
But one of these was Buffalo Bill, the invincible-the
White Chief .of the Charmed Life!.
How they wished to take their dreaded foe al.i ve !
They were sure of their ability to do so, so ~hey gave
orders that no shots or arrows should be fired upon the
,
little · party.
Th ey knew that the prisoners must be their . allies, and
it would not do to hurt them.
They felt assured that the matchless rifle of Buffalo
Bill would bring down a brave-two, three, perhaps; but ..
all must take their chances, for the capture. of Buffalo
,
'
Bill was worth a dozen braves.
So they came up the hill with a rush, and their wild
'
war cries were appalling.
Buffalo Bill glanced at his boy pard to see how he
stood the terrorizing cries, to discover that Ned was calm
and see!ned to feel no dread.
In fact. the boy was glad to be in a fight with the great
scout, and had no apprehensions of the result, desperate
as matters really looked.
"You two men, there--attcntion !
"Take good aim, one to the right, the other to the leftfire !"
'the two rifles of the outlaws flashed almost as one.
A pony went down, with his rider.
"Take better aim-fire!"
The other rifles were seized and fired.
A brave fell on the left.
"1\ow load!
"Boy pard, open on the right!"
I\' ed Osmond did open; then the scout's repeating rifle
be~n to rattle out its terrible notes, and in the midst of
finng Buffalo Bill cailed out .~
·
·
"I have my eye on you men-fire I"
With the weapons thus flashing the storm of lead was
terrible. and, castipg asiJe his rifle, l3uffalo Bill seized a
revoker in each hand.
"Take your revolvers, boy 'pa rd I
"You men, let your guns remain empty!
· 'That's it, boy pa rd-see I They are staggering-yes,
they are gone!" and the scout's wild war cry rang out as
the Indians, unable to stand the hail of lead, ·with half a
dozen braves dead, a dozen mere or less wounded, and
eight or ten ponies fallen, turned and fled in dismay before ·
·
.
that astounding fire.
Quickly the scout seized his rifle, and, loading it rapidly, called out:
"Watch those fellows. boy par<l. while I give the bucks '
· '·
a lesson in long range."
The, Indians were beginning to draw· rein at ~he dis· tance of an ordinary_gun's rang~ •.which tpey we11 knew; ·
but once again the sharp ping, p'lng of the repeat~ng r~fle
was heard and a pony dropped.
On they sped, but a brave was knocked from bis S,!itlclle
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and the dismayed and disorganized warriors did not again
halt until they were sure of their safety.
"Buffalo Bill, you is ther devil hisself," growled one
of the outlaws.
"Thanks! Even Satan loves compliments.
"You two did pretty well, considering.
"Pass those guns up again."
The men di<l so reluctantly, and Buffalo Bill continued:
"Now we'll have dinner, boy pard, for , unless those
redskins are reinforced, they 'will not attack again until
nightfall."
Ned got out his store of provisions, and the party ate
dinner, ·the outlaws sharing as the others did.
There was nothing for the horses to eat and no water
save what the men had in their canteens, but to rest the
animals they were all unsaddled.
The Indians, meanwhile, had camped over on t,he river,
leaving a guard of half a dozen braves ·in front of the
hill to prevent a dash out by Buffalo Bill.
But the scout did not appear to notice the Indians, and
yet had his eye constantly upon them.
The outlaws had been secured again, and the scout
made circuits around to see if the redskins were making
an advance on foot.
But, no; they seemed to be patiently bijing their time
until darkn.ess should come to th eir aid.
"We'll catch it to-night, Ned, ii we stay here," Buffalo
Bill assured.
"And stay we'll have to, sir."
"Perhaps. I will decide later," and Buffalo Hill smiled
in a peculiar way which gave ·the youth renewed confidence in his abilitv to extricate himself from this seemingly unsurmountable difficulty, and disconcerted the outlaws. one of whom muttered:
"Thet Buffalo I3ill will carcumvent them fool Indians
and hang us ~·it, pard."
At last night began to draw near. The sun cast
shadows far across the plain, and finally sank behind a
distant range.
Then, as the twilight deepened, the redskins began to
move into position to once again prepare to attack the
foes \vhom they were now sure they had in a trap from
which there was no escape.
CHAPTER XIX.
THE

SCOUT'S

SECRET.

I

As night approached Ned Osmond had seen Buffalo
Bill take the lariats from the different sacldles ancl carefully tie them together until he made a line over a hundred feet in length.
One end of this he made fast to a stout cedar tree growing near the cliff which overhung the river.
It was all of a hundred feet down to the rocky trail that
ran beneath the cliff, and which rose in a precipitous wall.
Neel at last began to see that the scout was making
preparations to leave the hill by clescending the lariat.
But how about the outlaws? he wondered.
''Can you go down this line, N e<l, without being dizzy?''
asked the scout.
"Oh, yes. I am a sailor, you know."
"So you arc."

·'But these men, sir?"
•
"They'll go with us, Ned, never fear."
"You'll have to desert the horses?"
"Yes, but human life is more precious than horseflesh"
1
was the quiet response.
As soon as it grew dark the scout got up, went to the
.
.
outlaws, and said, sternly :
"See here, men. You know as well as I do that in the
darkness those redskins can slip upon us, and we could
not beat them back if we had a dozen good men to fight
them."
"That's so, Bill."
"Now, I have no idea of giving you up, nor of being
captu:ed or scalped, so I intend to play a trick upon the
redskms, and I tell you frankly you can spoil my little
game if you wish. Therefore I am going to warn you
beforehand.
"There is a cave on this hill, of which I alone know
the existence, and where I hid once when half a hundred
redskins were looking for me.
"There is room in it for a dozen men, and we are but
four. There we will hide leaving the Indians to believe
that \Ye have gone clown t 1e lariat line to the trail below.
"Now. follow me, and, Ned, you bring up the rear.
"I will free the feet and hands of these men so they
can hold on, for a slip of the foot will end them."
The scout freed the two men, and, . with revolver in
hand, led the way along the cliff.
Not far away he came to vvhere he leaned over, turned,
and got down upon a rocky and narrow shelf below.
"Lorcl ! I can never do that!" protested one of the outlaws.
"See here, this boy's life and mine shall not be forfeited on account of your nonsense, so you either come
with me, o.r I'll leave you here on the cliff-dead I Which
shall it be ?"
There was no mi staking the words, and both men
scrambled over the edge of the cliff upon the rocky shelf.
Nefl follovvecf with the agility of a monkey.
Along this shelf they felt their way, gradually descending until the scout said:
"
"Here is the cave."
He stopped and entered it.
Lighting a· match, he revealed that there was an opening a couple of feet wide by three in height.
Within was a rock chamber half a dozen feet in diameter.
"Now, Ned, we'll tie these fellows again, so that they
·
will keep."
It was soon done, the outlaws' hands and feet being
firmly secured, and they were given a seat on the rocky
floor.
"\Vatch them, Ned, while I go up a;;d fetch down all
we do not wish the redskins to get.
"If they utter a cry, why, knife them to kill I"
"Ay, ay, sir."
The scout left the little cave, but returned in about ten
minutes wjth the provision bags, blankets, and the e>..1:ra
weapons.
"We dare not take too much, for we've got to .fool the
redskins, you know, into believing we have abandoned the
bill and made off .
. "I dropped the lariat over, and when they see the way
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they tHink we have escaped, they'll kick each other all
over the hill for not having put a guard at the base of
t.\1e cliff, while they'll scalp your outlaw pards and every
one 0£ them get a lock of their hair."
.
The two prisoners made no reply, and Buffalo Bill
continued:
"Now, Ned, get out your knife."
"Ay, ay, sir!" cheerily.
"Is the point sharp?"
"Yes, sir."
,
"How 16ng is the blade?"
"Seven inches!"
"Good I That will finish either of these men. Understand?"
·
"I understand, sir."
"If either even utters a whisper when the redskins come
up on this hill, in goes the knife! Understand ?"
"I'll do it, sir."
·
"Now, me11, you know just what you may expect. This
cave is my secret, and we are safe, if you don't betray
us. Do that, and you sound your owrt death-knell," and
the scout took his place by th~ man he himself was to
guard, just as, with wild eyes, the wily warriors came
6warmi11g over the top of the hill.

•

CHAPTER XX.
NIGH'll-HAWK'S

RIDE.

The Indians had begun to creep up the slope of the
hill soon after night set in.
They left their ponies behind them on the plain, and
·
went .on foot.
There were thirty picked braves in the band, and they
were sure of success.
Under ordinary circumstances they would not attack
at night, but this was an exception, for they knew their
ground, they were aware of the force that they had to
meet, and felt that they would soon have Buffalo Bill in
their power.
'
They passed through the cedars, and then, came to the
barren belt encircling the hill's slope.
They crept across this noiselessly, and soon came within
a hundred feet of the bowlders on the summit.
They expected the noted · scout ,vould be on the watch.
They looked for the -flashing of his terrible rifle, but
then they would be upon him at close quarters,. and he
was but a man.
.
The others they looked upon only as beiftg man to
man.
They reached the rocks; then, with one wild chorus
0£ yells they made the rush.
But all was darkness, all was silence, save for their own
wild yells.
They stood dismayed.
There were no flashes of the appalling rifle, thete was
no answering wat cry of defiance.
·
What could it mean? There were the six horses I
Then a shout arose.
A discovery had been made.
The lariat ovet the cliff had been found.
In fren2ied fury they gave vent to cries that were demoniacal.
But suddenly the cries ceased, and clear and startling
the wild notes of a bugle were heard sounding a charge.

Then came a wild . cheer, and up the hill came the
pounding of iron-shod hoofs as half a hundred cavalry
dashed to the rescue, while in advance rode -the well
knpwn form of the doctor lilf Mountain City, Night~Hawk
George Powell.
''Heaven grant we are in time!" carne in the voice of
Captain Frank Baldwin.
"Yes, for those cries were of rage, not of' triumph, <:.aptain," answered Night-Hawk George, while the troopers
were busy popping away at the now stampeded redskins,
who had a gantlet of death to run to make their escape
from the hill.
"All saie !" cried a voice, and Night-Hawk George
shouted:
"Buffalo Bill's voice among a thousand!"
"Ay, it is, and thanks for the rescue.
"Come, boy pard," and Buffalo· Bill's head and shoulders appeared over the edge of the cliff.
There was a cheer from the troopers, and over the edge
of the cliff sprang Buffalo Bill, behind him, sullen and reluctant, came the two prisoners, while Ned Osmond
brought up the rear.
The welcome was a hearty one, and Captain Baltlw~n
said:
''You owe your resq1e to Night-Hawk Powell, here,
Cody, for he came after \lS, nding his horse to death t0
reach the fort, and we were in the saddle in ten minutes,
and he led us a hard ride t0 this place.
"But we were in time, a,nd my boys have scattered the
Indians they have not kilted."
"They certainly have, sir, and I atn most thankful for
your coming, while you, Night-Hawk, have given your~
self away as the rescuer of my b6-y t>ard here this morn~

ing.''
.
"I did expect.to lie low, Bill, but after he left

i,

tne

I had

a feeling that he might yet get into trouble, so followed,
dodging some horsemen I saw coming in a hurry-4WO
on one horse."
"They were your friends, Ned."
"Yes, sir."
.
"Now, how did you have time tb do us the great service
yo·u have, Night-Hawk ?"
"I was in sight of you when I saw you run for. this
hill, and I knew I could help -you but little as Orte man
with you, so I saw you beat off the first attack, and swimming my horse across ' the river, I flanked this place and
rode for the fo rt."
"You are a dandy for riding, Night-Hawk, but T wish
to tell you and Captain Bald win Soh1ething," and Buffalo
Bill led them to one side and held an earnest conversation
with them for some minutes, in which he told them that
several hundred braves had gone down into the R~d Canyon Neck of land to await a signal of the outlaws to
strike at Mountain City, for they would not dare attack
the fort.
He had ' seen the large trail, azid where they had crossed
the fort trail they had done so at the crossing of a stream,
thus trying to hide their tracks, and he knew they had
been in council with the Mounted Miners.
"My boy pard, here, and I saw enough this morning
to show that there is trouble ahead , and we were going ;
to the fort when the band 'j umped us here, Captain Baldwin."

£
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The result of this talk was that the captain dispatched

\

2I

\Vhen the command went into camp it was ten o'clock,

:f' courier at once to the fort with full information, and ; and Buffalo Bill stated that by hard riding the courie.r .
asking the colonei to please send a force of c~valry,
mounted infantry, and a couple of field guns with all
haste to entrap the Indians then hiding in Red Canyon
Neck.
" Now; Ned/ you'll see a regular Indian battle," said
Buffalo Bill, and the youth answered :
· "l a111 more than. amcious to, sir."

had already reached the fort, and the command could
reach the entTance to Red Canyon Neck by dawn, or soon_
after.
• Captain Baldwin had forty men with him, and after
consulting with Buffalo Bill he decided that he would
move before daybreak down to the entrance to the neck,
fi ve miles distant, and take up position to check the Irtcli ans, should they decide to move out, fearing to be
caught.
· With this decision, all sought their blankets for several
CHAPTER XXL
hours' sleep, the _sentinels being told when to arouse the
camp.
THE NIOH'r MARCIL
.
Ned was quickly asleep, but he was on his feet at the
It was decided, ·as the -soldiers ·were returning from the
chase, to go into camp half a mile back on the trail to first call, and leaving a courier to notify the commander
the fort, to give the impressjon to the redskins who es- of the force when it came of what he had done, Captain
caped that the force had accomplished t~eir mission and Baldwin pulled out f9r the Red Canyon Neck.
Ned saw Buffalo Bi!! ride to the front as guide, but
returned.
Captain Baldwin called him to accompany him,_and thus
Both Buffalo Bill and Night-Hawk said that the c~caped in the darkness the troopers took up their march, the
Indians would avonce make for Red Canyon Ne°f and . thud of their horses' hoof$ alone breaking the silence,
1
report the affair to the main force.
·
. save now and then the
sharp yelp of a prowling coyote.
The 'Indians had suffered severely from the attack of
The dawn had not yet appeared, when the narrow neck
the trool?ers, nearly half of .the band having been wiped of land was reached, and the command halted, while Bufout, and they had not had tune to secure the horses a11d falo Bill said he would go alone ·and see just where the
outfit on the hill, while, having come t.tp on foot, they Indians were encamped.
had been driven to fly for their lives and leave their
As has been said·, the neck was formed by a great bend
ponies, which had been captured.
in the river, and the land was seamed with canyons of red
A couple of the troopers had been killed, a11d half a clay, hills, and ·heavy timber, with meadows of rich grass.
dozen were .wdunded, and Capt~i1.1 Baldwin ordered a
There were thousands of acres in the neck, but on acsrt1all party of soldiets to contiime right 011 with" them to count of the rugged land, the entrance to it was not over
the fort, wishing to remain unhampered should he have half a mile wide, and if the force could command this
to move quickly.
they would have the Indians in a trap.
·
The dead Indians were at once buried, and those that
It was here that Captain Baldwin went into camp on a
we1·e wounded were sent on to the f01't.
ridg·e that commanded the entrance to the neck pretty efNight-Hawk at once decid~d that it would be best for fectually.
him to return to Mountain City and acquaint Captain
The n1en were told to keep their horses saddled, build ·
Luke Leathers with the situation, so that he could gi vc no fires, and rest as best they could, but they had· not
a warning and have the miners prepared for an· attack, gotten 1nuch 'chance to sleep when Buffalo Bill suddenly
should the force of redskins in the Red Canyon Neck rode into camp and called out :
· ·
make their move sooner than was anticipated.
"The Indians are moving, and m ten niinutes ·will. be
"If they had not moved by daylight, Captain Baldwin, here."
we ca11 march out from Mountain City toward Red Can- ·
"You saw them, .Cod/?" quietly asked Captain Baldyon Neck to join the troops, and thus catch the redskins
win.
"
between two fires," said Night-Hawk George.
"Yes,
sir;
their
camp
is
not
over a mile from here, and
·'A good i~a , Night-Hawk, and I will so acquaint the
officer whom Colonel Benham sends in command, if he they were saddling their ponies."
"What is their force?"
does not come himself, which is likely, for he is very
· "A very large one, sir."
fowl of a brush in the. field with redskins," answered Cap"We will try and check them, at least.
.·
tain Baldwin, who was the third in rank and acting major
"If we fail , I can retreat to the fort trail, for if Colonel
at Fort Vidette.
_
Ten minutes. after Night-Hawk Powell was off on his Benham· has come he is not far away.
"To
your
posts,
men!"
and
Captain
Baldwin
spoke
wlth
mission. the ·l'light ride back to Mountain City, and the
command -took up the march on the trail toward the fort, the calm courage of a man who had passed through many ;
such scenes and 'Yas not disturbed regarding the result.
but soon after went into camp.
The troop was well posted, and the men were dis.Ned Osmond had been a close observer of all that had
.mounted, to make the fire of their carbines more effective.
taken place. and an attentive listener.
" I am certainly in it to stay," he muttered to himself.
They had not long to wait before Buffalo Bill, who
stood near Captain Baldwin, with his boy pard close to
~ He \vas proud of his perilou s adventure with B1;1ffalo
Bill, and watch ed all that took place, as he said, to "get his side, said, in a low tone:
"They are coming, sir !"
• the tenderfoot pin feathers :off of him as soon as possible."

.
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"Keep close to Buffalo I3i1J's side, or mine, and fire '
only when you ca n pick your man."
.. Yes. sir. I will. .. was the quiet reply of Ned.
•
The lncliam had suq;ed back under the surprise and
TI1e Indians arriving from the fight at the hill and
galling fire. and those in t:1e rear had hunted the shelter
reporting to the chiefs what had happened, caused an imthe timber .
of
•
pow-wow.
midnight
mediate call for a
13ut after the first shock was over they began to rally,
.Whatever had bec:n the motive of the redskips snea~ing
their chiefs, con.fide>nt in their numbers, feeling sure,
with a large force into Red Canyon 'Neck, they dec1dc<l
. to carry out without longer delay their purpose. and not though their ..plans were thwarted, they could break
through the line.
wait to be discovered there, and have their intention
Their well -trained cars bad told them that their foe. •
thwarted.
It was a large force, larger than Buffalo Biil had sup- were not ven numerous. thev had heard no steadv inLntry fire, tliere h'a d been no "wheel guns" roaririg at
posed, and such a number hurled upon the mining camps
so the fo rce must be the same th:ll had fought al
them,
along
sweep
could
by day, when the miners were at work,
•
the hill.
without resistance, causing death and destruction on every
·
side.
Again then they moved out to make th~ rush. this time
\Vhere they could not approach by day from their coming with their ponies at a nm.
Dut Buffalo Dill had made a suggestion which Captain
country they had cleverly come by f'.ight, going to a re13alclwin qnicklyf.;ciz C'd upon.
treat most safe by way of the bed of a stream, which
would cover up their large trail.
l t· was for the troopers to fire in sqnads of ten men e;ich,
.Rut Buffalo Bill's keen eyes had notecl their trnil. try
to hide it as they did, and discov.ering that they had been the first and- second sq1iads having time to reload and fire
togethF by the time the fourth . squad had delivered their
in council with the outlaws, he knew that mischief was
,
.
vollev.
J
brewing.
the
exct>pt
revolvers,
draw
all
could
roopers
t
the
Then
orthe
awaited
Osmond
Standing in line of battle, Ned
fourth squad. which could reload· the carbines and join in
deal with great interest.
·
with the lighter arms.
Every man there was ready for action. with nothing to
\Vith this pla n well carried out, it would give the rcdhamper him, for the two outlaw priso1)ers had been sent
skins staggtring blows when they supposed each volley
on to the fort with the wounded.
wa > the last and let them - have the impression that Lhe
Dill
Buffalo
when
dawn
before
yet
hour
an
half
was
It
force was larger than they supposetl.
·
had said to Captain Baldwin:
Without,. a miss the well-trained cavalry men carried
"They are coming, sir."
·
Soon after, in the darkness, a shadowy mass of moving out their orders.
still pressed
horsemen
rushing
of
column
rC'd
the
But
humanity was seen coming out of the timber and 1110\·ing
acr·oss the open space toward the ridge where the troopers on.
were lying in wait.
l\'ea rC'r a nd nearer the\· came. and it v.ras onh· \\"hC'n
It was a plucky thing to do. for Captain P.altlwin. \\·ith the fonrth sqn a d :ig:i in ri1ured in th eir fire. aidccl
the
his small band of soldiers, to attempt to check that larg-e
repeati ng riAr of l111rta!0 Dill and thC' revolnrs Qf C<ip·
force of savages, for now it c9uld be seen that the column
tain Daldwin. Neel Osmond . and the hug-ler. reserved fnr
was a heavy one, and the end was not yet.
the last , moment. that the red warriors again rel'lr<l,
As they bore toward the left, it was known that !\1 ounwavered, and staggered hack tn sh elter from the g-alling
tain City was their destination, for a ride of ·a couple of fire.
hours would take them there bv soon after sunrise, and
'. '\Ve cannot do that a third time. for their tactics will
then would begin the orgie of death.
be the same when thev come again. sir." Ned Osmond
not
.
But between them antl the re~ carnival they sought to
Bnffalo !\ill say to Captain Baldwin.
heard
blue.
in
boys
of
band
enjoy was that little
Codv, an<l w e lost half a dozen men, too.
"No.
Nearer and nearer the heat'!' of the column came, and
"Oh. that· he force frn111 thr fort wonlrl cnmc ,,.
spoke
Baldwin
Captain
away,
yards
hundred
when not a
"Tt \vill not cio to sacrifice yo11r men. sir, fnd there are
a low word to his bugler.
Indians there to massacre all of them. onct> they
enough
Instantly, with startlmg distinctness, the · dreaded notes
the lines."
into
break
of the bugle broke the stillness of the early da\\'n, ancl
en v011 advise a retreat?"
"Th
acthe
while
carbines.
forty
of
roar
the
following it came
''U nder. the rircum~tanccs. Yes. sir. \Ve h;wr g-iYen
companying rattle of Buffalo 13ill's repeating rifle rea very severe lesson, and can pms11e hard when the
them
sounded like echo after echo.
cl comes.· ·
man
com
The head of that red column seemed to melt awav unretreat it n111st. b(' ! Ah. \\'h0 is this?'"
'Th<'n
'
'wrnt
ponies
and
warriors
and
lead,
of
hurricane
the
der
P nwt ll. Captain l\alclwin . and I have
ht-Hawk
g
"Ni
down never to rise again.
11101111ted men with nH••."
hundred
a
r
ove
com;it
mnnnt
to
ready
be
and
men.
steadily.
"Fire
The dignified captain iouncl it hard 10 restrain a cheer
mand," was heard in the cool. even voice of Captain
at this good lll'ws . hut said :
Frank Baldwin, and he added, encouragingly:
"You have ridden hard, Pnwell. anrl h:ive sav<'cl us.
"The firing will hasten forward the command to our
"\V.here arc your m<'n ?''
aid."
"Flanking· to your rear . sir.
Turning to Ned Osmond, he continued:
'"We heard the fighting. and rodf' hard. f0r the \'ells
"Now, my boy, you will see what an lndian battle is.
CHAPTER XXII.

NIGHT-HAWK GEORGE ARRIVES.
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of the Indians told us there were hundreds of them, and
greatly outnumbering you."
"I have only my command, for reinforcements have not
come Yet."
"Tl~en your courier failed to reach the fort, sir."
"I told the captain I feared he had been killed, but here
come the miners, so we will place them quickly , for next
time counts,'' said Buffalo Bill.
The men were quickly placed in position, and not a moment too soon, for Ned had been doing a little reconnoitering on his own hook. and now called out:
"Look there, Captain Baldwin!"
CHAPTER XXIII.
HOW

IT

WAS

WO~.

What Ned· Osmond had discovered was that the redskins were not coming as before in a solid column.
They had divided into a dozen different columns, and
were charging from as many directions.
Not heading directly for the spot where they had been
repulsed twice before, they were all centering toward a
different point.
But just there the miners had been placed, and the nature of the ground was such that they would have to go
slow over it.
To the surprise of the InJians, as they centered on the
given point, they did not receive a fire from the soldiers
now on their flank.
But they had little time to consider, for in their faces
streamed out flames of fire, and a hundred rifles sent their
leaden rain upon them.
N aturaly they recoiled, and as they did so the carbines
on their flank tore into their midst.
The neck, ·as has been said. had cliff banks all around,
so escape in that direction was impossible.
To return to shelter and make a fourth charge would
be madness.
The soldiers had been reinforced, they knew, and others
might be coming.
They must break through, and then.
As they huddled together. a louJ cheer rang out on
their flank, a bugle sounded the charge, and Captain Baldwin and his men rode down npon them, Buffalo Bill and
his boy pard well in the lead.
This was the deciding blow, and the Indian braves, no
longer thinking of bearing off their dead and wounded
comrades. made a wild dash for the rear.
Again the rifles of the miners spoke, wild yells, war
cricl> and cheers, thundering hoofs and a constant roar of
rifles and revolvers lit up the early dawn with ghastly
glare and made the scene appear like a battle in hades.
Driven to frenzy, the warriors gained 'the ridge and
force of numbers carried them through and over the
miners' line.
Then, realizing their own large force, in spite of losses
most heavy, and that they outnumbered their paleface
foes five to one, their chiefs shouted to rally and avenge
their slain.
An instant of suspense there came to the whites, an<l
then Captain Baldwin's bugler was heard sounding a rall y
around him for miners and soldiers alike, for in that was
tl1eir only safety.
But the redskins were in ugly mood, revenl?'e was sweet
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and a butchery would wipe out their foes, so they, too,
rallied quickly.
Another moment and the battle to the death would
have begun, wlien lo I sweeter than a siren's song there
was heard in the gray dawn the notes of a second bugle,
followed by boom, boom, boom ! as three field guns were
fired, and the quick crash I crash I crash ! as the shells burst
into the verv midst of the redskins.
There were wild yells then from the miners, cheers
from a hundred troopus, volleys from the infantry, the
thundering of hoofs, and, saber in hand, the cavalry just
arrived were charging upon the 11ow flying Indians.
The battle was won, the redskins were flying for life
and the sun rose on a gory field, where Night-Hawk
George Powell, no longer a fighter now, but a humane
surgeon. was going !).mong the redskin and paleface
wounded alike to lend his aid.
The story was soon told. how the courier had been
found dead· on the trail, an arrow in his heart, and those
with the wounded had at once hastened on to the fort to
bear his dispatches.
They had arrived much latc.r than he would have done,
but for that reason Colonel Benham had driven his men
the hai·der, and with three guns, two troops of cavalry
and three companies of infantry, mounted, he had arrived
upon the scene with panting hQrses and tired men, but
ready and in time to save the day and give the Indians
a lesson long to remember.
''Find out. Night-Hawk, just what excuses some miners
gave for not coming with you and you will doubtless
spot the men who are the friends or allies of the outlaws.
"Ivly boy pard an'd myself are going to solve that mystery about the two women who held Joe up, and we'll
kn ow something about it when you see us next.
·'Tell Joe, if he goes on the next run, he may see us
on the trail , and not to be surprised at anything that turns
up, for we are in the game to win.''
So said Buffalo Bill to Night-Hawk George when, a.fter
his return with i ' ed from pursuing the lqdians, they met
at noon in the camp of the soldiers.
"\\!ell, my young friend, what do you think of !if~ in
the \Yi Id \i\' est now ?" asked Colonel Benham of Ned Osmond. ·
"I think it was really wild life and war to the knife,
sir. that I have seen in the past twenty-four hours," responded Ned.
" ls such life going to drive you East again?"
"I vvill remain W est. sir, until I accomplish the mission
that brought me here," was the quiet reply.
"\Vell said; but Jet me tell you that ail agree that you
have earned the name my little daughter gave you of
Little Buffalo Bill. and :vour .gallant services, reported by
Chief of Scouts Cody. Captain Baldwin, and witnessed by
others. will gain for you special mention in my reports to
headquarters."
''I thank you, si~, and vou are most kind ; but I am n
I
a soldier, sir.''
' 'T rue, but I hope you may be some day, for you would
be an ornament to the noble profession.
"B uffalo Bill tells me he is going on a scout, and that
'
yon are to accompany him."
·
"Yes, sir."

.
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After their humane work, and the horses had been well
cared for, they had supper and turned in early for a
night"s rest. for they felt the tax upon them, though Buffalo Bill said:
''You·ve got iron. sinews, boy pard, and are as tough
as hickory to stand what you do."
"Oh. yes; rm tough in more ways than one, I suppose,
but I wish Chum was along," Ned replied.
1
"So do I : but now to bed, and as Joe Jarvis comes
CHAPTER XXIV.
along to-morrow he can take these two horses to the next
TRAILING THE MYSTERI@US FOU R.
rela v and leave them until his return, and then carrv them
The battle had been a severe one, the Indian losses hav- into. Mountain City for you."
·
ing been very heavy.
"I guess I 'II be hanged -for a horse t hi cf yet, for I'm
The miners, under their gallant learlers, Night- Ti awk getting pknt\· of stock that somebody will call me clown
Powell and Captain Luke Leathers, had fou ght well, and for some clay,'' and !\' ed la ugh ed.
their losses had been considerable, but all realized how terThe night passed without any disturbance. and having
rible would have been the blow had that large force of had breakfast and watered their horses, which had had a
Indians swept down upon Mountain City, and th eir brave goocl feed of grass, thry mounted and rode on to the spot
doctor and Buffalo Bill were given full credit for their wh ere the c:oach had halted to dress the \\"Ounds of Joe
most valuable services.
Jarvis and !\'ed. and· the former had been hd<l up by the
The soldiers encamped upon the scene until the next feminine passPngers.
day, and then took up their march for the fort with their
"HerC' is where I found Chnm wounded. but waiting as
1
.dead and wounded.
th o u~h he was guarding us from being follo\\"ed .. , said
Captain Baldwin, ·with a troop of cavalrv. a company N" ed.
of mounted infantry and a field gun, had followed· on the
Soon after he added:
trail of the I"ndians; intending to make an extended scout
"There is the spot, for YOU see the coach turned off
/
and then return to the fort.
here.
· The miners, with their dead and wounded. had g-one
"Th e two men had gone on ahead, as though scarrd.
back to Mountain City, and twenty-four hours after the and when I lef1 to }()()]..: fr:i r Chum the women got in their
fierce battle the reddened field was left deserted. save for fine work on poor Joe."
the graves ·of the Indians and the bodies of the fallen
Bu ff a lo l \ill look<:>d over the gro1111cl most thoronghly.
horses and ponies which had brought swarms of coyotes
He fou nd the tracks of the women in some soft gronnd,
and flocks of vultures to the scene.
and he took ou1 of hi s por ket some paper and a pencil and
In the meanwhile Buffalo Bill had gone on his way clrr w the ou ~ li11cs cornplctl'ly. also ta king exact 111casure'
with his boy pard and their pack horse.
111 Pnts.
He had decided that . it was best to go at once to the
\\'hen th ey follo,YC'd the track on to the trail i\'ecl
scene of the hold np of the coach and begin right there
tlw scolll closely.
watched
to track the mysterious four who had so clrverly gotten ·
He had nn need to tell him more . for hr followl'd thi.:
away .with the treasure in the strong box.
It was near sunset when the two reached the Overland tr<1il as un errii: g!I· as a hound wou ld a fr C' sh scent.
Here and thl'rc thC' tracks of the men \\·ert' fnn11 11.
trail. and, turning into it. Ned soon after said:
Onr \Yas large. the other small. and a diag;ram of the
''There is whrre we were halted, but look at the woh·es
sltoes \Yas dra\Yn as of the women's.
and buzzards, sir."
811 ffalo !Jill walked on ahead. Neel followed, leading
"Yes, the outlaws left in such haste they forgot to bury
their dead," and the scout's voice was raise<l to frighten the ho1·sC's.
At last tlw ~cout halted.
off the vultures and coyotes.
"Here is \\here the men were met by some one with
"See, Ned, there are the two outlaws, one brought down
ho rses, and t heY waited for the coach, but found the
by your shot, the other by your dog."
"I wish Chum was with us now," said Neel. and he women had played the game _a.ml won."
gazed sadly down upon the torn remains of the two out"Yes. sir; there is where Joe said the party 11~ 0t111tecl,
laws, while Buffalo Bill remarked:
the women, at least, but he was not so sure about the
"'Ne must show more hnmanitv than did their com- men. "
• rades, and bury them-=--ah ! there are their horses clown the
. "All did. for here are the tracks of both the men and
valley still staked out where they left them.
the women.
"The two men who fled must indeed have bC'en in a
"There were sevrn horsrs. for her: are their tracks, so
fright to have left the horses of their dead parcls; but it will be an easy trail to follow.
they are your prope'rt.v. Ned."
"\:Vhether there were morr than one man with the
he horses were well-nigh famished for water, and had
eat_li'TI the grass to the dirt all around where their stake horses, of course, I cannot now trll, but I would think
there were two.
1
ropes gave them play.
''The horses were . here some hours waiting for the
The torn bodies of the men were placed upon blankets
taken from behind the outlaws' saddles, and borne to a coach to come along.
"Now we'll wait for Toe, and then off on that trail we
spot nearby, .where, after the scout and Ned had selected
go, and {t looks easy to n1e, boy partl."
a camp for the night, they were decently buried.
"Well, success to you, and take good care of yoursdfand of my chief of scouts.
"I will tell my little daughter you are a credit to the
,,
name she gave you."
Ned thanked the ·colonel, and soon after rode .out of
camp with Buffalo Bill, a well-laden pack horse following
them.
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"It don't to me, but 1 I hope to learn some day.
.. "At sea I would say it was a hard beat to windward in
the dark."
•
CHAPTER XXV.
TUE UNERRING TRAI LER.

They had not long to wait for the coach, for it soon
came along and Joe Jarvis v.;as on the box.
He saw Buffalo Dill and Ned, and, drawing up, called
out:
"How are you, fellers?
"I drives a empty huss' ter-day."
"All right, Joe ; how are you ?"
"f.'u 'st class-ah ! ycr knows him, docs yer ?-why, he
was oneasy away back, for I guesses he scented yer, boy
pard, and he were that narvous back at ther Good Cheer,
Cap'n Luke told me I'd better bring him along, for he
tics ter me now you was away," and Joe spoke of Chum,
the clog being on the top of the coach, and delighted at
seeing his master again.
"Ther Doc, Night-Hawk George, dressed his wounded
foot this mo1'ning afore he come away. and said it
wouldn't trouble him no more, only not let him run too
much."
''Yes, he seems all right now; but how is your wound,
Joe ?" asked Ned.
'Fu'st-class, though I hain't cuttin' up no shines on it
just yet; but Buffalo Bill, yer did give ther reds Hail Columbia. and ther miners is singin' ycr praise in fog-horn
notes: but you and ther young tm' are on ther trail of
them petticoat road agents, I take it?"
"Y cs. and we wish vou to kad t hcse two horses on to
the next relay and pick them up on your retnm.
"And if mu hear an\' news of the iour at the end of
vottr run. just keep it for us, for we- will doubtless meet
von on ,·our return."
· "GooZl ! Is thar' anything I kin do for yer?"
"~ othing, thank you; but I guess t\ ed wants to take hb
dog."
_
"Yes. sir, for if he gets too lame we can put him on
the pack saddle: and he'll be mrst useful."
"The dog goes, Ned, and we 'JI let him ride now until
we need him."
With the aid of a blanket and lariat Churn was ~ccurely
placed upon tne pack horse and rather seemed to like the
ride. ·
The scout took the trail which l1<,> intended to foll ow,
Jo'e Jarvis waved a farew ell, and th e two pards were off
on their mission to find the mysterious four.
After going a number of miles he discovered that the
trail they were on joined one going in the other direction.
"l3oth trails were made by the same horses, I\'ed-it is
the trail going to meet the party and returning with
them," said the scout.
"It will be hard riding to keep straight on, but there
is a refay station on our right about three miles, so ,~· e will
g~t fresh horses there, as the stock-tender is a friend of
mme.
"\Ve can leave our pack horse. too. and push right on
in the night, and we'll fetch the next station about one
o'clock.
"Then wc.)l know whether the four stopped there to

take the next coach east, which will not be far \1chind us,
as it takes the mail and passengers on that Joe carries."
Ned was willing for any hardship, and so the pace was
quickened and the relay st:i.tion reached before sunset.
They had had supper at the stock-tendef's, and left
· Chum there, so there was nothing to delay them, and it
was just twelve when they reached the settlement, where
the scout felt sure he would get some news of those he
tracked.
The landlord of the tavern had been an old hunter and
knew Buffalo Bill well, and in answer to questions from
the scout, he said that he remembered four people, two
men and two women, going through on the last run' west.
They had ot returned, as the coach was not yet in,
but four others had come in on the branch line that morning, from Glitter Cavyon Camp, and had engaged seats
on the coach to go west the next evening.
·
"Describe them, Hickory," said the scout, abruptly, and
he nudged Ned.
"Two men and two women, city folks they looks like,
and they says they is young married folks on a tower
through the mining country, where the men have some
cla~ms. they tell me."
"Where are they?"
"Gone to bed. I guesses."
Then, at Buffalo Bill's request, Landlord Hickory described them more minutely, and finding that the driver
was still up who brought them in, the scout sought him
and had a long talk with him.
They got their horses again at Nat's station, and had
several hours for rest, after which they started once more
on the trail. leaving a letter which Burt Larca was to give
to Joe Jarvis.
That Joe got the letter coming events will show.
CHAPTER XXVI.
RUN DOWN.

' I
"Halt

Hands up, or die! Joe J arvi5 !"
Joe Jarvis was on the box on 111s run west, and he had
reached the scene of his last halt by the Mounted Miners,
when the stern summons caused him to quickly draw rein.
He beheld four saddled horses in the trail ahead, a fifth
animal being also in si ght, and this gave the impression
that five outlaws were on hand, though he saw but two,
both masked, and covering him with their rifles.
''I pass, gents, for l knows when I is in good health,"
said Joe Jarvis, in a resigned tone, and out of the coach
peered the faces of several passengers, one asking sternly:
''\\'ho is that halts this coach?"
"Go. slow, pa rd, for there are plenty for all of you, and
we are after some one we are 1n search of," said one •of
the masked outlaws.
.
•
"You will not find them here, for only myself and
two ladies, our wives, are along," said the man.
''Get ·out, and let us have a look in the coach."
The two men got out, and two y~ng and pretty women
followed, both with a profusion of blond hair.
One of the outlaws whispcre~ to the other, and instantly the t~ller of the two called out, as though giving
an order to some one in ambush:
.
"Fire 'if I give the signal, men I
"This is our game I"
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Th;-four travelers started, and turned . peadly pale, but l'\igM-Hawk George knows b<;>th men_. and has .seen their
,
they were covered by the two outlaws in sight, while Joe wives also, he told m~,'' .
' "'Then \ve have n.ade a most important capture, sir?"
Jar'vis chipped in with:
"Yes, indeed, Neel, and had we not secured them this
"I has yer under aim, too, <larn yer, fer ye'r change p'
rig and wearin' wio-s don't fool me, as I knows yer fer run, thev would have held poor Joe up again and corraled
.
· ther'' four as done me up last tnp.
.
. , the big sum he carries, 'so we are in luck.
"I guess you are my mascot, boy pa•rd," said Buffalo
"And I knows yer leetle game, too, for yer w~s laym
fer a big amount o' money .thet was ter go last ~np west- Bill in a kindly tone.
'
I
ward, but was delayed, and which I has along this run . ;
"Gents, yer is tu'k in, fer thet hain't no outlaw, ?ut Bt~f
CHAPTER XXVII.
falo Bill, and t'other is his boy i.:iard, Leetle Buffalo Bill,
CONCLUSION.
as you knows from last run.
·
"G:ome I has ther iron bracelets along fer yer, as I got
The coach, at Buffalo BilJ's request, was late in reachyer Jette; from Burt Larca, Buffalo· Bill, and fixed ac- ing
Mountain City.
..
cordin'.
·
·
The scout wished to go in under cover of the mght, and
"You is sly and clever, but not O"ite smart enough this he told the four passengers frankly, if they made no di strip, when Buffalo Bill Senior an<l 1Junior is on yer trail," play of the fact that they were prisoners, the miners would
and Joe Jarvis laughed heartily.
not guess it.
.
.
The four stood with pallid faces, but to resist was mad"The miners of Mountain City are good fellow s," he
ness, and, pulling off his mask, Buffalo Bill .stepped for- added. but peculiar.
"
.
ward and quickly manacled the two men, while Ned, also
"They mi<.r ht wish to hang Elegant Ed and Bird Branunmasking, disarmed them and the two women, .too, the don, and not be over-polite to Queen Kitty and Rosebud
latter seeming to. be wholly unnerved, now that the tables SHe."
were turned against them.
.
The shot hit dead center, and though fired at random
"You will have to lead the two horses agam, Joe, for it told the scout he was not far wrong.
we got them from the r~lay station as we came along to
So only "four passengers" arrived in the coach. and a
make a show of force with them.
word from Joe Jarvis explained the situation and they
"We will stick to our saddles and act as an escort, and were well cared for.
you had better give Chum a berth on top, as he has had
Later on Buffalo Bill and Ned arrived , and were given
a long run of it, and is lame yet."
.
.
tbe bov's room, which had been reserved for him by Cap"I'll do anything for you and that boy, Buffalo Bill. tain L-uke.
But, who is they and what is they?" and Joe nodded to
After the latter had had a talk with Buffalo Bi ill, Joe
the four prisoners.
I
Jarvis arul Ned, l\'ight-Hawk George was sent for and
""Who they are remains to be seen, Joe; but what they 'the situation told to him.
are has been proven by their holding you up and robbing
He went up at once and had a look at the mysterious
vou.
£,bur.
' "Fortunatelv thev still had that money with them, and
"They are the ones you think, Cody," he said.
more, too. with je\~el ry enough to start a store.
So it was decided that an extra coach woi1ld go east by
"I guess we'll find them pretty slick outlaws, a£ter all," dawn, Joe driving it, and Ned was to go.through as g1:1ard,
and. mounting their horses, Buffalo Bill and Ned Osmond to deliver the prisoners to the authorize? agen~ of t~e
followed on after the coach, Joe Ja rvis every now and then Overland Company they had robbed, while Buffalo Bill
breakino- out into a burst of laughter at the capture of the
to return to his duties at the fort.
mysteri~us four who had so cleverly robbed him on the wasNed
was more than willing to go, as he had that night
last run, and had planned to do so again.
received a letter from Sergeant Arthur Arden at Fort
"Ned, I think I know now who ot~r prisoners are," ob- Vidette , askillg him to do a certain mission for him that
served Buffalo Bill, after they had ridden some miles be- was most urgent. and would take
him east.
.
hind the coach.
The letter contain ed a draft for all expenses.
"Who. sir? I'd like to know ."
Neel thus went Ea"st on this mission. and in charge of
·"The tall man is none other than Elegant Ed, a Denver - his prisoners, and that he performed
his duties well in
gambler_. and who, I have heard it hinted, was the secret both instances the reader can well understand.
chief of a band of road agents.
Returning to the \Vest, he once more devoted himself
"The other is Bird Brandol'l, also a gambler in Denver, to the duty that had carried him, a Yankee lad, to _the
and E legant Ed's clevot&:l pard.
vVild \\'est. an d CYerywherc became known as Buffalo
"The two women are known in Denver as Queen Kitty Bill's Boy Mascot.
and Rosebud Sue. They are sisters who married those
THE l'.ND.
two gamblers and have become 'fully as bad as their husbands.
Next week's issue, No. 93, will contain "B uffalo Bill
"Mind you, I never saw Qne of the fou r, but the de- and the Silent Slayer; or, the Arizona Crackshot," a ratscriptions I have had of them fit these people; and it was tling border story of adventures in Devil's Canyon, one
said that W ild J ack, whom your dog killed; was the leader of the wildest regions in the West; how Buffalo Bill meets
of the band of Mounted Miners in the field, while the reaJ a young border sport, how he fights five to one. and
chief lived elsewhere. '
how he finally routs out the Silent Slayers of Devil's
"We will know when we reach Mountaih City, for Canyon.

"'
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The present conte1t is nearing- an end.
Now or never, dnam 'for a prize.
You will be wide-awak(Znough if you ~et one.
So, let us hear fro:n you.
·
For f ... H part '. culars, see page 31 •
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"In one part of your greatest book it says that the
Jews will return to Jerusalem at the end of the world,
l\1y frien<l , Sam Stormlightning, told me a dream that to be judge<l in the-in
the-the--"
he had the other night , and here, with his permission, I
For the secon<l time the devil hesitated, and, trembling
have an opportunity to reveal it to others.
like an aspen leaf, he went on:
Sam, after falling asleep, met" the devil on a bridge, ·
"And you know that the population of Jerusalem has
which, he said, must have spannecf'the Jordan. Satan be- greatly increased within the last :ew
years.
gan prophesying the end of the world by signs.
"There is still another sign, and if you look on the map
''I'll tell you, Sam," he said. "that the end of the world of the world you will notice it. The line
of the war bewill come in the year two thousand an<l one!"
tween England and the Transvaal runs north and south,
''How can you tell that?" aske<l Stormlightning.
although quite slanting. The line of the war between
"\Nell , you see, something has happened every two the Uni~d States and the Philippines runs east and
west,
thousand years, hasn 't there?"
·
quite irregular also." '
"Of course," said Sam , very much amused, "some"Well, what--"
thing happens every clay, let alone two thousand years.
"Wait until I get through now ~ will you? The BritishDut go on. \'{hat are you driving at?''
Boer war and the war with the Philippines, are the two
''\Veil, in th' beginning, Adam and Eve were made." great wars beginning the century. Their lines form a
, ''Yes."
cross on the map of the world. You know what that
"Anrl two thousand years later cam ~ Noah's flood."
cross means."
"Yea. vcrilv."
"Great Scott! I sec!"
"Anrl two thousand years later our-our-our-thethc-thc--"
Seek ing t he Lost Gold M ine.
"\Vhat are you hesitating about?" asked Sam Storm(By
Joe I3urns, Dallas, Texas.)
lightning-. although he knew that the devil <larcd not utter the Lord's name.
Abont one year ago I dreamed that my brother and I
"\IV ell, ' continued Satan, "anyway. you know \\'hat I were in the Indian country with an Indian guide, looking
mean. I will sa,y that the Christian era is the third and
for a lost ·gold mine. \Ve were in camp one night, sitbst t\\'O thousand years of the \\'Orlrl. Jutlgi ng by the ~ing by the fi re, when about thirty Indians came rushing
past, that something has happened en~ry two thousand in 011 tis. We grabbed our guns and began firing. I shot
vears in relation to the \\"hole worlrl. shows that some·· two with my rifle. I saw one big Indian knock my
thing of that kind will happen at the end of this, the brother clown. I ran at him with my gun, hit him on the
twentieth century. \Vhat else can it be bnt the encl of head, and knocked ·him down. We fought desperately,
the world? I can tell yon some other signs that foretell but were overpowered and taken prisoners.
tbe en<i of ti: : \\'Ork!."
'
Uu,r guide was killed at the first of the fight. ·My
:·\Vell,'' said Sam. quite interc~ted; "what arc they?" brother and I were taken over to where the Indians had
Jk wasn't well prepared for wh;:it was coming, althour;h left their horses . We were then tied on the saddle of a
he h:id heard that the devil quoted Scripture.
horse an<l taken to the Indian village before the head
Sam Storml=ghtning•s Dream of the End of the World.
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chief, called Ring Worm. The chiefs talked together
a while and then sent us to an old wi·gwa111 and bound
· •
us to a pole.
We were fed by an olc.. squaw. who gave us plenty to
eat. Vle were given a bed of skins to sleep on. The Indians untied us from the pole and tied us to stakes driven
into the ground, so that we could lie down and sleep. \V c
:vent to sleep early that night an<l woke earJ.s' next morn.mg.
Seeing the warriors running down to one end of the
village, we asked the ola squaw the reason. She said
that heap white braves come to fig ht Ring \Norm.
Soon we heard gt s firing, and yelling, an<l thrn the
Indians came running back through the camp. Soldiers
were running behind them, killing as many as they could.
We called for help, but no one could hear us. Three
soldiers came running by and we called to them . They
heard us, and came and cut our bonds. I got a rifle from
one of them and started with the soldiers to kill the Indians. I was taking aim at one chief when , oh, rny
brother turned over in bed and hit me in the mouth with
his elbow. I woke up, expecting .to see some uravc puf "
ing my scalp.

A D1·eam Out West.
( ~y Charles Shortridge, "Buckskin Charlie," Des
l\Ioines, h.,1
Whc:1 1 was in South Dakota on a cattle ranch T had
.,•ery many dreams.
One day I was out :-id.ing on th e hills. In a little. whil e
I got off to pick some sand-d1l'rrit'f>. I leaned nvcr :.\
roe~ to get at some wheu tht· rock gave \\'ay, an d do1.n1
I went, bumping over rocks, cactus and sticks. l1r a little
whi1e I stopped. I hit something sharp. I tnrncd to sec
wh:it it was. I found it to be the corner of a box. I
took my knife and began to dig. I soon had it n~covcrcd.
Tlwn I opened it. T h e first thing I saw was a firicllc.' I
had nothing on my horse but a rope, so I put it on. I
went back and there was a fine sa<ldle· anJ blanket, awl
I put these on. I went back and there was tt pair of
Ang·ora straps. I put these on, and next there was a
·h at, some leather c'uffs , some silver spurs, a quirt. co:lt
'<ind boots. I put these on, and then mo11ntc<l my horse.
and there T was . a real cowboy Buckskin Charlie.
I went galloping off home, when my horse stumbled
and fell. I went back to sec \vhat it \\'as. 1 found it to
be a point of iro11. I dug it up to see what it was. I
found it to be an iron box. On the side of it \\·as this,
Rock Is. R. 'R. I knew it was a Jost treasure. So I went
borne and got a team and some chain and weQt back ?.ftcr
it. I was pulling it home, when the crack of\a rifle wa~
heard, and I fell over. I Jookccl around and th ere was
Buffalo Bill, the famous scout. He took the trcasmc and
me, too. On and on we went ti!J we came to a . fort.
They put me in the gu:irdhousc. In the morninK thc>y
·brought me out. My hands anrl feet were' tied ·and a rope
was arohnd my neck They took me to a treo. They
threw the rope over the top. Th·~ captain called out, and
!l'aid: "Who will volnntrer to p111l the rope?" A man
stepped up, took hold of the rope, wd began to pall, when
I awoke and found mys"lf in heel .
"}Jld one thiug more. Although I'll be i1. tLc ir.-

fernal regions, it won't make any difference what happens outside. But I will tdl yo11 this: The Good nook
is 011ly the history of a world of people, because, hc::fore A<lam and Eve were maJc, the pla11et, c:.arth, existed.
But it W:.\S void, and it " ·ill exist after the end of a worlrl
of people and another' race will spring--"
"Sam, oh, S:.im ! wake up; wake up. It's time for
breakfast."
And this is the ~ude awakening that Sam Stormlightning had from that \\'Ondcrfnl dream.

A Dream of the ,Rockies.
(By Claude Harris, Bedford, Ind.)
It was about the middle of November that I had this
dream. I wen~ to be<l. about eight-thirty o'clock and was
soon asleep. I dreamed that my brother, myself and
tvio fri ends started for the R,:Jcky l\Iountains. Vv c
started wad ing down a shallow creek. All were barefooted, except myself, and I had on rubber boots. I said,
1
"that I 'vished all had boots, so that they wo11ld not snag
their feet." vVe had gone but a short distance, when
we came to a barn. \Ve went in side to see if we could
fo1d son1c 5ticks tq measure the \vater in front of us, so
that we would not come suddenly upon deep \Yater. \Ve
had been in side but a little ·while when . two women came
downstairs and asked · us what we were doing. We
made no answer. and one of them started for me with a
whip. I took it away from her and then we left the barn.
I went out on one side and th<.' other boys on the other .
Just as I was going out I saw th e old farmer coming and
ran around the barn and told the other bovs to follow me.
Vve ran across a fi eld iuto a hardware sto1:e. and. on turning around. saw them pursuing- on a threshing machine
engine. \Ve ran through the store, and school was going on in the back room. 1 sat down \\'ith the pupils.
and the other boys ran ont the back door. I sat the1·e
until all had passed throng h. Then 1 got up and looked
out of the \rindow an<! saw an old man carrying my
brother on his back. lust ah ead of him. in the bush es.
were two little boys, about fo ur vcars old. \\.. hen the
old man cam e up , the boys jumpecf ont a1 <l 1iui.dc him !ct
mY brother loose. I a\\'oke then an<l tl refore can tell
no more.

A Dream That Nearly Cost a Life.
(By Frank Healy , K w York City.)
The storv which I am about to relate is of a dream
that almost-ended in a tragedy .
One , night as I sat on the doo~stcp of the house that
·we lived in, Tori1 and I talked about the adventure.« 01
Buffalo Bill with Indians. when I 1111co1'1stio11sly droppe<\
off to sleep. Tom kept 011 telling abo11t what he had
rcac'I in th e number 'of the librarv. When he turn ed hi5
head to sec what was the matter with me because I di1~
not give him any answer, I grabbed him about the nee!.
and shouted, ''I've got you this time, yon sneaky reu devil. .
and I'm going to hold on to you, . too, and I'll het· yon all
the scalp-locks you've got you won't get away in a hurry,
either."
· So I held on to Tom all th~ time I was uttcri!JCY tl1ese
terrible words, choking hi.m into insensibility at ever.I
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word.
Tom was, during this time, trying to pull my
hands from his throat and tried to shout, but at every attempt he made I only choked him all the harder. I was
thinking in my dream that it was an Indian, trying to
give the war-\yhoop. So I slept on, dreaming that I ha<l
the satisfaction o f choking an Indian, while Tom was
getting blacker in the face every minute ; and I still had
' T om by the neck when suddenly I felt a rap on the head
which brought me to my senses. In a minute more I was
following a man running fo r ail he was worth to a drug
store. It took an hour's work to revive Tom , and then
he went home pale and sick-lookin g , while I was too
weak to walk. I had to be carried into the house. A
iew days after T om and I were sitting on the same stqop
talking over the incident that nearly cost him his Ii fc.
Tom's father said it would not be lucky for him to stay
out after eight o'c!Oj:k any other night; as for me, well
I guess I have said enoug h.

My Es:ap!.
(Ily Ignatius L ilgert, $helton, Neb.)
This dream which I am about
tell you havpencd not
long ago.
I dreamed that I and my brothers were fi shing along a
steep bank of the Wood Rh·er.
My brother had just caught a large fish when I saw
a large turtle sticking his head out of tb e water. I ran
and got a club and was going to slide- down the bank
when I saw a rope that J: thought would be Jong enough
to Jet me down. So I got OJI the rope, when it broke
from the stakc that it was ti ed to.
I felt myself falling, anll I knew that I would be
drowned when 1 hit the water.
\\"h en I hit the wat er I awoke, and said to myself,
''I'm not falling: this is only a dream."
And I was glad I had made an escape.

to

An Unpleasant Fall.
(Dy Herbert Wesle, :M edford, Wis.)
The other nig ht I went to be<! as usual and wrnt to
sleep, but somehow I felt restless. After a wliil".' I
dre.amed I was on the rl)of of a high building. I lookl'd
over the edge and i;aw people far beneath. All at once
I lost uy balance and really fell. liut I didn 't fall off the
buihling; I fell to the floor, and I didn't come down very
easy, citlier.

A Nizht Encounter.
(By Joseph Sykes, Brooklyn, N. Y.)
One di$agreeable night, being forlorn and miserable, I
went to bed. The day had brought many disagreeable
oecurrenq::s, and I was glad to find comfort in rest, so I
soon fe)l asleep and to dreaming.
My dreams brought me down a dark street, at the
hour of midnight. The street seemed gloomy, and here
and there a tiny light glittered from the numerous lampposts in the vicinity. Arriving at the corner of a street,
I paused in amazement for through the gloom I saw an
encounter which seemed to be very unequal. Coming
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still closer to the combatants I recognized a boy friend
being attacked by two ruffians. With a cry of rage I
sprang forward and dealt the nearest ruffian a terrible
blov.· in the stomach that almost stunned him.
A growl of discontent and amazement left the throat of
the other ruffian, and he seemed alarmed.
Although my comrade was only a boy, he had held the
ruffians at bay, and now when he had received reinforcements they had cause for annoyanq :.
The ruffian that I had struck arose, with a muttered
curse, drew a dagger from his breast pocket and rushed
at me. I am but a boy, and when I saw the knife in the
coward's han.d I grew alarmed, but a moment latsr it
seemed as if all fear had left me. I made a rush for the
ruffian, being very careful not to run into his knife, and
threw myself on his feet, bring ing him to the sidewalk.
He fell,. striking the ground with 1his head, knocking him
unconscious.
"I next turned my attention to th e other ruffian, My
fri end had his hands full and was almost ex hausted.
Springing behind his opponent, I.dealt him a terrible blow
under th ~ ear that floored him.
A poli ceman then arrive d on. the scene and took them
into custody. W hen I and my comrade had brushed the
dirt and dust off our clothes . and were about to leave the
scene of the encounter, I a\~ oke.

Charge of the Fire Regiment.
(By Wilford H arrington , Groton, Conn.)

,,

During the week follo wing the St. Pierre disaster I
experi need a dream that I consider worthy of repetition.
I imagined myself standing upon the summit of Mont
Pelee. The city lay below me, . still and peaceful beneath
the stars; away over the sea the moon shone qrightly.
I felt the ~arth quivering beneath n_1y feet and was
startled by a smothered roar from behind. I turned.
Great volumes of black and gold-colored smoke were
1~uffing from a cavernous opening in the ground, and a
stny1ge, muffled voice seemed speaking to me. The
tones were weird and deep, blending with a sound like the
heavy bass notes of a . church organ.
·
" Go forth and fulfil my commandment!" thundered the
voice. "I am the Fire God; you are my minion. Long
have I slumbered, but n~ awakening shall appall the
world !" The smoke clouds took the shape of a huge,
demoniac face ; the rr,iountain -crackecj and shivered under
thunderous reports. Red smoke and hot ashes poured
around me. · I was picked bodily up and tossed madly
about..
"Lead on my armies!" shrieked the horrible voice. "I
make you my general. Lead on!" I became affiliated
with the g reat vol urnes of scathing- fire that poured from
the bellowing crater.
I was borne onward and surrounded by a blazing mass
supporting a myri?d of writhing faces. Below these faces
I could see what appeared like the bodies and limbs of
men in a close-filed army, in places standing in such dis·
tinct relief as to permit of an idea as to their shape, but
mostly intermingled in a molten, seething mass, yellow
and vivid crimson, with sulphurou~ flame playing ~n the
few ~iny crevices between them. Then, borne on ,by the
fiery regiment and deafened by its thunder IUld bellowing
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din, I was flung over the brink and commenced the wilcl
descent of the mountain. An indescribable sensation, half
repulsion, half feverish enthusiasm, came over me.
I saw the great doomed trees wave their branch arms
despairingl y as the rapacious fire fiends clutched them in
their terrible embrace. Down upon the beauti ful ci ty
leaped the destructive army, eng ulfing its stately buildings, smothering the shrieks of the wretched inhabitants,
with its own great thunder and the horrible voice of the
F ire God, who hovered in the . smoke clouds above. The
streets were converted into red-hot lanes aflame with
sulphurous fire. A wild desire to free myself from the
ranks assailed me, but my efforts toward emancipation
were futile. "Onward, my hosts !" shrieked the Fi re God,
"to meet our foe, the sea! "
A moment later, leaving· a blackened ruin behind, the
fire army flu ng itself a the agitated waves, and just as I
felt myself dashing into the cooling depths I awoke from
my dream .
The moon shone calmly through my window. I reposed in peace and security, and fu lly appreciated the
fact.

An Indian Dream.
'(By Karl M . R ay, Gatesville, T exas. )
The most curious and blood-curdling dream I ever
had was last nig ht, which I never will forget while I live.
I had been reading Buffalo Bill's S ure Shots stories all
the evening before retiring. · Consequently my cl.ream of
Black Bonnet and his tribe. ·I dreamed I was Buffalo
Bill 's " young pard," as he called me, and he toM me I
must be very brave an d shoot with good aim, to kill all
the Indians I could. V ery soon we all looked across the
plains and could discern . a great many buck Indians coming in haste, which excited me g reatly. There were only
myself, Buffalo Bill and three others to fight Black Bonnet and his fifty or more warriors. \ Vhen they got near
enough. our leader, Buffalo Bill, told us to take our repeaters an d surprise them. He said, " One, two, threeshoot !" T he repeate1:.s did not stop shooting , they kept at
it so long, and I was so frighte ned., Th e Indians kept
dropping around us so thick, and t\10se old guns won lcl
not stop their shooting. I shouted to Buffalo Bill, "Stop
those repeaters." I called so loud I awoke. I had rolled
out of bed and was trembling like a leaf.

A Rabbit Hunt.
(By George Smithers, O shkosh, Wis. )
I went. to bed one cold winter nigh t, afte r an exciting
rabbit hunt. I was thinking about it when I went to
sl eep, and I dreamed I and some other boys were out
hunting rabbits. We struck two trails. We decided that
I would take one trail and follow it up and the other boys
would take the other. As I was trotting along I noticed
that I was going slower and slower, and at last I realized
I was freezing. I tried to walk faster, but it was of no
use. I dropped down in the snow, and after a while I
knew not how long it was, I felt a warm breath of some
one. I came to, and 'td my astonishment I saw before me
a great ugly bear. He was the si ze of an elephant. He
had me1ted the snow for miles with his breath, and I

found myself lying in a lake. The bear turned to nm.
I tried to spring to my feet to shoot, but I could not stir.
I tried to holloa, but it was of 110 use. At last I managed
to make a faint scream. At this minute a polar bear came
rushi ng up, attracted by the noise, and \lis breath was
so cold that he froze the lake in which I was.
I was shivering and trying to scream when I a woke to
find myself in my own bed, with my brother trying to
awake me, saying, "\Vake up and cover yourself up or
you will freeze."
I was glad my ,dream was not trne, but one part that
was true, was that I was shi vering. vVel!, those who
read this' will think I never dreamed it, but I did.

A Fear Fight.
( By F rancis Baldwin, Dallas, T exas.)
I had quite a remarkable dream which I will try to tell.
9 ne night I had j t~st got through reading about the prizes
m the Buffalo Bill Weekly, when I went to bed and
d reamed that I had sen t in two dreams and had won an
Eastman pocket kodak with one, and a hunting knife
with the other. As soon as I had received them I dreamecl
I went out into the \voods to take some pictures. \ Vhile
I was out there I heard a dreadful roar, and on looking
behind me I saw a black bear ·with one cub. J ust as I
turned around the old bear was about to sp ring on me. I
thought I was a goner, bt:t just then I thought of my
hunting knife, and pulled it out, meaning to sell my Ji fc
as dearly as possible. l was given no other thought . fo r
just th en the bear sprang at me. but I gave her a lucky
stab in the side, which I think touched her heart , and she
fell down at my feet dead, with the knife side up. I then
took her picture and developed it, an cl was i ust getting
really to show it to my mother when I \\'Okc i1p.

At a Fire.
(Dy J. M. Rosensteel, Latrobe, P a. )
I hereby relate a strange dream that I had in the summer. I thought I had gone downtown to my old familiar
loafin g place, when I heard the fire bell ringing at the
hose house, not far from tny home. I ran , only to fin <!
my home all ablaze, so I crawled under the house to get
some things I had hidden there. But before I could get
back I was pretty near smothered, and there was so
much smoke I could not find my way out. So I rolled
over and over, and hit my head a ha rd blow on a Jog.
At this I awakened to find I had fallen out of bed. ~i th
the covers all wrapped aroun d my head, and I was i)retty
near smothered and nig h scared to death.
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61-Bufialo
62-Buffalo
63- Buffalo
64- Buffalo
65-Buffalo
66- Buffalo
67-Buffalo
68- Buffalo
69-Buffalo
.70-Buffalo
71-Buffalo
72-Buffalo
73-Buffalo
.7 4-Buffalo
75-Buffalo
76-Buffalo
77-Buffalo
78-Buffalo
.79--Buffalo
So-Buffalo
81-Buffalo
82-- Buffalo
83--Buffalo
84- Buffalo
85-Buffalo
86-Buffalo
87-Buffalo
88-Buffalo
8 rBuffalo
90-..:.Buffalo
91-Buffalo
92-Buffalo
93-Buffalo

Bill and the Masked Dri ver ; or, The F atal Run Through Death Canyon.
Bill's Still Hunt; or, F ighting the Robber of the Ranges.
Bill and the Red .Ri ders ; or, The Mad Driver of the Overlands.
Bill's Dead-Shot Pard ; or, The \Vill-o' -the-Wi sp of the Trails.
Bill's Run-Down; or, The Red-Hand Renegade's Death.
Bill's Red T rail ; or, A Race ;or Ransom.
Bill's Best Bower; or, Calling the Turn on Death Notch D ick.
Bill and the Gold Ghouls ; or, Defying Death at Elephant Rock.
Bill's Spy Shadower ; or, The Hermit of Grand Canyon .
Bill 's Secret Camp ; or, T rai ling tl1e Cloven Hoofs.
Bill's Sweepstake; or, Hunting the Paradise Gold Mine.
Bill and the Black Heart Desperado; or, ,!f he Wipe-Out at Last Chance.
Bill's Death Charm; or, T he Lady in Velvet.
Bill's Desperate Strategy; or, The Mystery of the Cliff.
Bill and the Black Mask; or, The Ra ffie of Death.
Bill 's Road Agent Rou nd-Up; or, Pan ther Pete's Revenge.
Bi11 and 1.he Renegade Queen; or, Deadly Hand's Strange Duel.
Bill 's Buckskin Band; or, Forcing the Redskins to the \Vall .
Bill's Decoy Boys; or, The Death Rivals of the Big Horn.
Bill's Sure Shots ; or, Buck Dawson's Big Draw.
Bill's Texan T eam; or, The Dog Detective.
Bill's Water T rail; or, Foiling'the l\lexican Bandit.
Bill's Hard Night's Work; or, Captain Coolhand's Kidnaping Plot.
Bill and the Scout Miner; or, T he Mounted Sharps of the Overland.
Bill's Single-Handed Game; or, Nippi ng Outlawry in the Bud.
Bill and the Lost Miners; or, Hemmed in by Redskins.
Bill's Tooderfoot Pards; or, T he Boys in Black.
Bill -and the ~Ian in Biue; or, T he Volunteer Vigilantes of Silver Thread .City.
Bill and the Outcasts of Yellow Dust City; or, Fighting for Life in the Blizzard.
Bill's Crippled Crew; or, Sunflower Sam of Shasta.
Bill and the Boy Scout; or, The Tenderfoot Tramper of the Overland.
Bill's Young Double; or. A Yankee Boy in the Wild West.
Bill and the Silent Slayers; or, The Arizona Crack Shot.

All of the above numbers always on hand. If you cannot get them from your newsdealer, fi ve
cents a copy will bring them to you by mail, post R'lid.
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